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there was also a local scare over contaminated treats and
activities overall were less well attended.
Finally, your activities can expand to match your
imagination. Sometimes, we have refreshments (though
not in the planetarium) and on occasion, have had a
visiting witch (a faculty member) to tell fortunes.
Consider trying a Halloween production and best
of luck and success.

Editor:

Joe Guenter
Pomeroy Planetarium
University of Arkansas - Monticello

These comments are written to give a definite endorsement to the article "Night Lights" in the June '85
issue and to encourage even the smaller planetarium
facilities to try such a project. For about five years now,
a Halloween Program has been offered at our facility with
good response. Our operation is rather limited, utilizing
only one person for part time. But even this situation can
lend itself to some innovation and entertainment.

-*Editor:
While recently reviewing an excellent commercial
planetarium program, I was startled to hear the narrator
pronounce Perseus as "purr-SAY-us:' My audiences, used
to my saying the word as "PUR-see-us;' will also be surprised (and possibly confused) by the new pronunciation.
There are many names of constellations, stars, and mythological figures that have several possible pronunciations.
Besides words of Greek origin, even plain English names
can be said in different ways. We all know the recent confusion caused by the many different pronunciations of
Hal"ley: HALL-ee, HAIl-ee, HAL-ee, and so on.

All of the chairs are removed from the planetarium
and the audience sits on the floor, which is heavily
carpeted. More persons can be accommodated by doing this - especially ifthey are small - and the little ones
like sitting on the carpet anyway. Drapes are hung from
around the edge of the 16 ft. dome. This allows student
assistants to lurk unseen behind the drapes.
As time and talent are both limited, the presentation
makes use of few specially designed effects. Items used
include carousel projectors, panorama projectors, an 8mm
projector and some standard special effect~ projectors.
Other accessories include a fan (for wind effects), a black
light (to illuminate interesting posters), and props such
as skulls with movable jaws (controlled by a string).

A few years ago, it seemed that only Carl Sagan was
pronouncing the moon 10 as "EE-oh:' To everybody else,
it was "I-oh:' Pluto's moon also has caused problems in
this department. Is Charon pronounced "CARE-en" or
"SHARE-en"? Or are both of these wrong?

Both original scripts and modified versions of stories
such as the Headless Horseman and the Tell-tale Heart
as well as old 8mm versions of Frankenstein and the
Mummy have been used. (The movies work almost as
well when run backward.)

The pronunciation of Uranus has also been a
lem lately. During the Voyager flyby, Roger Mudd on
NBC pronounced the name of the planet two different
ways in the same program. He first said yur-A-nus and then
switched to YUR-in-us. According to Owen Gingerich,
the correct pronunciation is YUR-in-us. (New York Times
Magazine, February 16, 1986). Actually, for some of
us either pronunciation can provoke laughter. I grew
up hearing yur-A-nus, but have recently tried to switch
to YUR-in-us.

The title of the show is Halloween Horror and,
although I also like to keep the scenes of blood and gore
to a minimum, I have included occasionally a slide "Saturn
devouring a son" by Goya for added cultural exposure. In
addition to utilizing sound effects records (which are not
very realistic and too choppy) I like to play classical selections. Toccata & Fugue in 0 Minor by Bach works well
for accompanying the old movies and The Sorcerer's
Apprentice by Dukas makes a marvelous background for
a storm with plenty of lightning flashes.

When the present constellation boundaries were
drawn by the International Astronomical Union in 1930,
the astronomers also fixed the spelling and pronunciation of the constellation names. George Lovi printed a
copy of the official guide in the February, 1979 issue of
Sky and Telescope.

The response for these programs has been gratifying. Additional show times had to be added for the first
three years. The year before last, the program dealt with
the history of Halloween. The attendance was less, but

Star names are even harder to pronounce than constellation names. I n fact, some star names don't even have
a fixed spelling. Lovi writes that "although names of
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came from her father. William Mitchell was an enthusiastic amateur who taught her to observe with his telescope,
to calculate eclipses, and to rate chronometers for oceanic
navigation. Mitchell was certainly lucky to have such a
father. In this reliance on him for access to scientific
resources, Mitchell was following a tradition stretching
back to antiquity. Many women throughout history may
have been interested in science, but only those with a
scientist in the family could count on access to instruments, publications, or communication with other scientists. But benefits did not flow in one direction only. In
the U.S., the list of scientists who conducted researches
with their wive's money is both eminent and long. And
the list of scientists whose wives served as unpaid
secretaries and research assistants is longer still.

WOMEN ASTRONOMERS:

Perfect In Their Place
Dr. Deborah Jean Warner
National Museum of American History
Washington,

o.c.

"Women are needed in scientific work for the very
reason that a woman's method is different from that of
a man. All her nice perceptions of minute details, all her
delicate observations of color, of form, of shape, of change,
and her capability of patient routine, would be of immense
value in the collection of scientific facts:' This statement
made by Maria Mitchell in 1876 suggests the two themes
I want to discuss with you this evening. The first is what
I call Perfect In Her Place. The second might be termed
Thine In the Bonds of Sisterhood. PIHP recognizes our
tendency to emphasize the distinctions between men
and women, and ignore the areas of mutual interest and
competence. Even more important, we tend to see all
gender differences as natural, ignoring the extent to
which they might be socially conditioned - and we use
these differences as the basis for our decisions about who
should do what. TIBS is a shorthand expression for the
fact that the Chuck Norris/Clint Eastwood fantasy does
not accurately describe social reality, for men or for
women. Despite what we might want to believe, society
does present both barriers and assistance, and both of
these matter. For women in science, most of the barriers
were erected and maintained by men; much of the assistance in overcoming or circumventing these barriers
came from women.

For women in science,
most of the barriers were erected
and maintained by men; much
of the assistance in overcoming or
circumventing these barriers
came from women.

On October 1, 1847, Maria Mitchell sighted a new
comet. William reported her discovery to the astronomers
at the Harvard College Observatory, of which he was an
overseer, who relayed the message to Joseph Henry, Secretary of the recently established Smithsonian Institution,
and he in turn reported Mitchell's find to the European
astronomical community. In due course, the King of
Denmark awarded her the Gold Medal he had offered
for discoveries of this nature. Few male scientists in the
U.S. had received such international acclai m.

Maria Mitchell was America's first woman astronomer
- indeed our first woman scientist of note. Born on
Nantucket to an eduated, middle-class, Quaker family,
Mitchell enjoyed a remarkably egalitarian environment.
She received the best formal education the island had
to offer and later, as librarian of the Nantucket Athenaeum,
she had an opportunity to read widely in one of the best
scientific libraries in the new nation. Her practical training

The American scientific community
then in the
process of coalescing, of becoming professional, of establishing itself on a par with the older communities in Europe
- rushed to honor Mitchell with a fellowship in the previously all-male American Academy of Arts & Sciences. In
so doi ng, they were able to share in her glory. And si nce
Mitchell was so unusual, there was little likelihood that this
concession would threaten the essential masculinity ofthe
profession. Certainly, they never thought to offer Mitchell
a job - except for the part-time task of computing the positions of Venus for the new American Nautical Almanac.
Public resources for science were yet few and far between,
and almost all were reserved for men.

Editor's Note: This article was originally given as a
talk during the History and Philosophy of Science Lecture
Series sponsored by Franklin and Marshall College, on
March 20, 1986 in Lancaster" Pennsylvania. Or. Warner"
who is Curator for the History of AstronomYt has given kind
permission for its reprinting.
5

Public education for women, practically nonexistent
in the colonial and early republican periods, began to
flourish in the 1820s, and within a few decades, dozens
of female academies, seminaries and colleges were established. Many of these schools aimed to furnish "all the advantages for thorough and complete education that are
enjoyed by the other sex in our best appointed colleges:'
Science was an important component of the curriculum.
The message was clear: although science did not yet offer
many job opportunities, still it was an important aspect of
American culture, and thus an appropriate subject of study
for middle class women. Expenditures for scientific equipment were generous. At least six women's schools had
astronomical observatories in place before the Civil War.
The one at Packer Collegiate Institute in Brooklyn housed
a 6-inch equatorial refractor made by Henry Fitz, America's
first successful commercial telescope maker.

common, as were love and emotional support between
women. Freud had not yet enshrined men as the necessary center of the universe. In short, the choice between
career and marriage was much easier for Victorian
women than it would be for women in the 20th century.
When Maria Mitche" was a child, astronomy was
largely a practical subject, useful to surveyors and navigators. In 1827, to quote a professor at Yale, " no one of
the natural sciences appeared to afford less hope of
further discoveries than astronomy:' The next few decades,
however, witnessed radical improvements in instrumentation, which enabled astronomers to see much fainter
stars than ever before, and to measu re thei r positions with
greater accuracy. Celestial photometry was a 19th century innovation, as was photography and spectrum analysis. By the last quarter of the century astronomy could
promise insights into the size, structure, constitution and
even evolution of the universe.

Established in 1865, Vassar was the best-endowed
and most prestigious of these early schools. To head its
program in astronomy, Vassar turned to Maria Mitchell.
Though a competent scientist, Mitchell was not a highly
creative one. While it is easier to know what was, than
what might have been, it seems reasonable to suggest
that institutional constraints limited Mitche"'s scientific
productivity. As a young woman, she worked alone, far
removed from the channels of communication, with
equipment more appropriate for an amateur than for
a research scientist. The Vassar observatory, although
remarkably good for a teaching institution, was still not
of research quality. Teaching and mentoring loads were
heavy. And, as Mitche" was the astronomy department,
she had no colleagues with whom to collaborate on a
day-to-day basis. Her most important
contribution was probably as role model.
From her highly visible position, she was
able to influence countless young women
as they emerged from dependent domesticity into the public world of science.
Maria Mitche" never married.
Men could be husbands and fathers as
well as scholars, but women of that generation had to choose between career
and marriage. Wife- and motherhood
were deemed career enough, and so
married women were expected to seek
paid employment only from necessity.
Mitchell, who could support herself
financially, probably never wanted to
marry. She lived in a world in which
spinsterhood enjoyed social and psychic
acceptability. Extended families were

The late 19th century also marked the start of the
era of big science. Large scale funding led to large projects, many of which were Baconian data banks on a
hitherto unprecedented scale. The push was to gather
as much information as quickly as possible. Scientific
entrepreneurs were not far behind their counterparts in
industry in recognizing the efficiency and economies of
a division of labor. Planning and directing research was
clearly a man's job, as was most of the data gathering;
data processing, however, turned out to be a job for
women. As with most jobs for women, the newly created
research jobs were not ones that men wanted, and they
paid very little. Edward Pickering of Harvard pioneered
in such hierarchical organization, but his pattern was
quickly adopted by other observatories
across the country. In Pickering's words,
his female assistants were as "capable of
doing as much good routine work as
astronomers who would receive much
larger salaries. Three or four times as
many assistants can thus be employed,
and the work done correspondingly increased for a given expenditure:'

Maria Mitchell
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Pickering's economic argument
reminds us that, since the early 19th
century, American industry had needed
women as workers - there just weren't
enough men to fi" the jobs - and a
great many Americans needed to work
- there have never been enough healthy,
ambitious and successful men to go
around. But most entrepreneurs - and
Pickering was no exception - were as

keen to maintain patriarchy as they were to maximize
profits. And so they defined most jobs as gender-specific.
According to one woman who worked at Harvard, Pickering "hired people to do a specific job, and didn't want
them wasting their time doing anything else:'

role of women in astronomy, Fleming argued that "While
we cannot maintain that in everything woman is man's
equal, yet in many things, her patience, perseverance and
method make her his superior:' Fleming was in a good
position to know.

In western culture since time immemorial, women
have been deemed inferior to men. In the early 19th
century, however, for reasons too complex to analyze
here, Americans began to view men and women as
essentially different from one another - one prominent
physician argued "There is sex in mind as distinctly as
there is sex in body" - and to define separate spheres of
action appropriate for each. Women's particular sphere
was the home; men's sphere the world outside. To prove
that the structure of their society was both natural and
god-given, Americans drew arguments from science and
religion. My favorite statement of the argument comes
from a Natural Theology text of the 1840s: each animal,
however small, is "perfect in all its parts, and admirably
calculated for the station it is to occupy, and the duties
it has to perform, in the creation:'

Hired to analyze and classify stellar spectra, Fleming
was soon made supervisor of the other female assistants.
By 1898, her responsibilities had so expanded that she
merited a title, "Curator of Astronomical Photographs;' and
an official appointment by the Harvard Corporation, the
fi rst woman so honored.
The sheer magnitude of the data handled by women
such as Fleming staggers the imagination. Annie Jump
Cannon at Harvard classified the spectra of more than
350,000 stars. At Yale, Ida Barney was responsible for most
of the reduction work for the 13-volume Photographic Zone
Catalogue of star positions, which required one-half million
measurements and 23 years of computational work. Isabella
Lange at the Dudley Observatory had similar responsibility
for the San Luis Catalogue of 15,333 stars, the Albany
Catalogue of 20,811 stars, and the 5-volume General Catalogue of 33,342 stars. A Mrs. Crisman, employed for 41
years at the Allegheny Observatory, held the record for
stellar parallax determinations; she measured the star positions on some 15,000 photograph plates and fou nd the
distances from earth to about 500 stars.

According to popular wisdom, women were pure and
pious, dependent and domestic. They were also patient,
perservering, and manually dextrous. Some feminists, to be
sure, railed against this stricture, arguing that the self-evident
truths of the Declaration of Independence applied to all
men, male and female. Most Americans, however, accepted
the notion of PIHP. For traditionalists, it served primarily
to control women, to keep them in line. For feminists, the
trick was to recognize the feminine traits, expand their
number, and discover jobs in the world at large for which
these traits were particularly adapted. This was the tack
taken by suffragists in their campaign for the vote. And
this is certainly what Maria Mitchell was doing when she
presented the argument I quoted at the beginning of this
talk. When observatories began hiring women, nepotistic
connections were major factors in job placement. Three
of the first women employed by the Harvard Observatory
were daughters of former observatory directors, one was
an astronomer's wife, and one was the director's housekeeper. Yet Mary Whitney, who as Mitchell's prize student
had earned both a bachelor's and master's degree from
Vassar, and who had studied advanced mathematics at
Harvard, could not get a job until Mitchell herself retired,
and Whitney succeeded her at Vassar. Given such dismal
job prospects for her students, Mitchell found it necessary
to campaign for wider employment opportunities for
women. The PIHP argument was repeated by Williamina
Fleming, the foremost member of Pickering's harem, as
the all-girl computational staff at the Harvard College
Observatory was affectionately termed. Speaki ng of the

Such data processing tasks were recognized as stultifying even by the men who directed them. H. H. Turner at
Oxford said, "Doubtless the work is done best by those
who have had the experience, but to spend a whole life
in such computing Has manifest disadvantages, both for the
individual and for the institution who must pay him an
increasing salary with little corresponding return:' Otto
Struve remarked that "participation in a large routine program, developed and supervised by the director, had little
to attract a brilliant young man:' He further noted that while
the routine work was done by men as well as by women,
women were ordinarily restricted to it, while men were not.
Despite the limited and routine nature of their jobs,
however, some women were able to make truly interesting and important discoveries. Fleming found that longperiod variable stars could be identified by peculiarities in
their spectra, and thus was able to find and analyze an
incredible 222 of these particularly interesting, but hitherto
relatively rare stars. Cannon established the basic sequence
of stellar spectra. She also found some 300 long-period
variables. Antonia Maury discovered spectroscopic binaries
- double stars identified by a periodic doubling of their
spectral lines. Her later discovery of two distinct categories
of stars of the same spectral class stimu~ated Hertzsprung's
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analysis of red giants and white dwarfs. And Henrietta
Leavitt discovered the period-luminosity law, which enabled
astronomers to find the distances of star groups too far away
for simple parallax measurement.

Palmer, who earned a Yale Ph.D. in 1894, remained on the
computational staff there. But they were the exceptions.
Most of the women with doctorates worked in the eastern
women's colleges, notably Vassar, Smith, Wellesley, and
Mount Holyoke, and the coeducational Swarthmore. Many
were described as inspiring teachers. All were active members of professional scientific associations. All were interested in research, but their time and energies were devoted
to their students.

All of the women got credit for their discoveries in
the sense of immediate acknowledgment and acceptance,
but not in the sense of tangible reward. Cannon did receive
a honorary doctorate from Oxford - she was the fi rst
woman so honored - but she was denied membership
in the National Academy of Sciences, reputedly because
her moderate hearing impairment would prevent her from
participating fully in the meetings of that august body.

Money, skillfully leveraged, proved to be a powerful tool in breaking barriers to education and employment. Margaret Rossiter, author of the prize-winning
Women Scientists in America, coined the term "coercive"
or "creative philanthropy" to describe the numerous
instances in which women attached strings to the money
they gave to educational and scientific
institutions. The best known example of
this is probably the medical school at
Johns Hopkins University. Mary Garrett,
heiress of the B&O Railroad fortune,
offered some $300,000 on the condition
that this important and prestigious medical school admit women as students, and
offer them the same education it gave
to men. It was an offer Johns Hopkins
could not refuse. On a smaller scale,
scholarships funded by women supported the researches of women scientists in several fields. Cecilia Payne, for
instance, did her graduate work on a
fellowship from the American Association of University Women.

Specialized teaching in science had been initiated
at Yale and Harvard in the 1840s, and other graduate programs followed in the years after the Civil War. Vassar
was but the first of several colleges which
prepared women for the rigors of these
new programs. Yet, however well prepared, women seeking admission to
graduate schools encountered repeated
and strenuous resistance. Several of the
pioneers were able to study only on an
irregular, informal basis, paying no tuition and receiving no degrees. Winifred
Edgerton, the first American woman to
earn a doctorate in astronomy, gained
admission to the graduate program at
Columbia University in 1884, after an
initial rejection, and with the clear understanding that she "established no precedent for others:'

But Winifred Edgerton did set a
Cecilia Payne was the first woman
precedent. By 1899, 47 American women
Cecilia Payne-Gaposchkin
astronomer who was not satisfied with
had earned doctorates in the natural
women's work. She was as smart as any man, and just as
sciences and another dozen in psychology from Amerambitious to use her god-given talents to explore the secrets
ican universities, and a few had earned scientific Ph.D:s
of the universe. After graduation from Newnham College,
in Europe. A sufficient number of barriers had been
Cambridge in 1923, she left England, seeking more
broken that women could obtain advanced training
Two years later, she
egalitarian opportunities in the
somewhere, if not always at the school of their choice.
graduated from Radcliffe, the first person of either sex to
But a simple head-count of Ph.D.'s does not begin to
earn a doctorate for work done at the Harvard College
explain the differing significance of this degree for men
Observatory. According to the astrophysicist Otto Struve,
and women. Around the turn of the century, before astroher dissertation was "undoubtedly the most brilliant Ph.D.
nomical education became restricted to the halls of
thesis ever written in astronomy:' Published as Stellar Atmoacademe, most astronomers acquired their observational
spheres (1925) - subsidized, incidentally, by a woman and mathematical skills working in training, and so were
it was the first book on that subject, as well as the first book
much more dependent on formal university programs.
to
issue from the Harvard Observatory.
A doctorate, however, whatever private satisfactions

u.s.

Payne's achievements were immediately recognized.
But for years, she watched her male colleagues rise through
the ranks, while her own position remained tenuous and
poorly paid. Upon receipt of her degree, her income

it represented, was not a guarantee of a research job.
Dorothea Klumpke, an American who received a Ph.D.
from the Sorbonne in 1893, was hired to direct the female
computational staff at the Paris Observatory; and Margaretta
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rather than a masculine conquering of them:' Approaching
the natural world with respect, the women are able to
recognize the small or occasional discrepancies that often
provide clues to fairly significant phenomena.

actually dropped below the level of her graduate fellowship. In some years, she was paid out of the equipment
budget. When she taught, her name was not listed in the
course catalog. Although bitter, when she afforded herself
the luxury of acknowledging her feelings, Payne held
steadfast to the belief that the pursuit of knowledge was
more important than personal advancement.

The attention to detail that enabled Barbara McClintock to recognize and analyze changes in genetic patterns
was, I believe, also characteristic of Cecilia Payne. Like
McClintock, Payne's intense absorption with the phenomena led her to see patterns than flew in the face of accepted
wisdom-patterns that others did not want to acknowledge,
because to do so would upset their cherished theories. The
opposition these women faced was not unlike that presented to Galileo and his telescopes.

But if conditions at Harvard were bad, those elsewhere were worse. Payne clearly did not want to teach
undergraduates, as was required at various women's and
co-educational colleges. And other research observatories
would not even consider applications from women. Despite
its limitations, Harvard did provide a context in which she
could do research. During a long and productive career
there, she published seven important books and more than
150 papers. In 1956, following the change of observatory
administration, she was promoted to full professor and
given a salary commensurate with her rank.

Payne's first major work, which resulted in her Ph.D.
dissertation, concerned the physical interpretation of
stellar spectra. When she began, stellar spectra had been
divided into seven broad classes, but this empirical classification did not depend on any theory about the physical
condition of the stars. Payne showed that spectral differences could be explained by differences in the ionization of atoms, caused in turn by differences in stellar
tem peratu res and pressu res. The most startl i ng resu It of
this research concerned the relative abundance of elements in stellar atmospheres. Payne's data showed that
the composition of stars differed radically from that of
the earth, and hydrogen was very much more abundant
there. This observation, which we now know to be valid,
contradicted the theory then held by leading astrophysicists. Although she trusted her observations, and although
she firmly believed that "observation must make way for
theory;' Payne backed down. Faced with pressure from
Henry Norris Russell of Princeton, she minimized her conclusions, dismissing her data as probably spurious. In the
published record, she presented her results for hydrogen
and helium as "improbably high, and ... almost certainly
not real:' Some five years later, Russell finally came
to acknowledge the validity of Payne's observations.
I don't know what he said at that time. But his friend
Harlow Shapley provides a clue to such an arrogant one might say masculine - mentality. When he learned
of Edwin Hubble's discovery of Cepheid variables in the
Andromeda galaxy, which proved that he had been
wrong about the size of the Milky Way, Shapley said it
"destroyed my universe:'

Science, as you know, is an activity that involves
both theory and observation. In reality, all observations
are theory-laden, and all theories are based on observation. Nevertheless, particular scientists can be said to
be more theoretical, while others are essentially observational. What does all this have to do with women?
Cecilia Payne would have said "nothing:' While clearly
recognizing that scientific institutions were organized
along gender lines - at Harvard, tasks were estimated
in terms of "girl-hours" - Cecilia Payne thought of
science as gender neutral. Some women, such as Miss
Cannon, "had a genius for classification;' but were "content to leave the work of interpretation to others:' Miss
Maury, however, while just as perceptive to detail, "was
always slowing things up by asking what it meant:' It was
a difference in style, independent of gender.
Scholars recently have been re-examining the question of gender and science, asking whether Maria Mitchell
and Williamina Fleming were in fact onto something important - that is, whether women, whether from nature or
social conditioning, do in fact have a facility which men
often lack. Let me repeat Mitchell's phrase about women's
method: "All her nice perceptions of minute details, all her
delicate observations of color, of form, of shape, of change,
and her capability of patient routine, would be of immense
value in the collection of scientific facts:' Evelyn Fox-Keller
raised this issue in her biography of the Nobel laureate,
Barbara McClintock. Men, she suggested, tend to want to
impose their order on the world. In their rush to erect a
theory, they often brush aside the details that would mess
it up. Women, on the other hand, display a "feeling for
the organism:' In this same vein the psychologist Bruno
Bettelheim talked of "a womanly embracing of her tasks,

Cecilia Payne is also significant in that she was one
of the first important women scientists to combine career
and marriage. In 1934, she married the Russian emigre
astronomer, Sergei Gaposchkin. A firm believer in equal
rights, Payne-Gaposchkin was unwilling to make a choice
between work and family - a choice than men did not
have to make.
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Conflict between career and marriage was a formidable barrier to women's full participation in science. The
problem came in two guises. The first was a "Catch 22"
about the relative powers of nature and culture. On the
one hand, women were naturally unable to do a man's job.
On the other hand, participation in a masculine activity
would "destroy those distinctive feminine qualities which
are essential characteristics of our sex:' In the 1870s, a
Harvard physician purported to have discovered that academic study was detrimental to a woman's reproductive
organs; despite a massive study, sponsored by the women
of the Association of Collegiate Alumnae, showing the
number of children born to college graduates, the threat
persisted. As late as the 1940s, an influential book was warning that higher education and careers were leading to the
"masculinization of women with enormously dangerous
consequences to the home, the children dependent on it,
and to the ability of the women, as well as her husband,
to obtain sexual gratification:'

behind when they married and had children. Although
private motivations are hard to discern, it stands to reason
that strong social sanctions against combining career and
marriage would eventually overwhelm the commitment of
many women to a dreary job that offered neither good
money nor high social status. Told repeatedly that professional science demanded a special kind of devotion to hard
and lonely work that was essentially incompatible with her
primary allegiance to "her life as wife and mother:' many
promising women astronomers simply dropped out.
The last woman astronomer I would like to mention this evening is Vera Rubin, a woman whose dual
commitment to astronomy and to feminism began in the
1950s, in the days when the feminine mystique was
thought to reign supreme. Rubin's success as a scientist
has recently been crowned with election to the National
Academy of Sciences - the fi rst woman astronomer so
honored. Like many successful women, Rubin chose a
supportive family and work environment, as well as
research projects that were doable within her familial
and institutional constraints. Rubin has broken some
important barriers to women's participation in astronomy.
Since in some instances, the barriers were already crumbling, the onslaught did not sap her energies, and so she
could take good advantage of the new opportunities.
Most particularly, she showed that women could pursue
programs in observational astronomy. Payne-Gaposchkin
could use the Harvard telescopes in and near Cambridge,
but for the most part, she relied on plates taken by others
from far-distant mountaintop observatories. In 1965,
Rubin became the first female guest investigator on
Mount Palomar. On her instruction sheet, the printed
statement that "it is not feasible for women to undertake
an observing program" was modified in pencil by the
word "usually:'

The second guise of the career/marriage conflict
was the assumption that while women were domestic,
men were not - and the related assumption that work
in the home, which brought neither status nor money,
was work no man in his right mind would want to do.
The "Catch 22" here is the widespread belief that participation in feminine tasks is necessarily destructive of
masculinity. Consequently, most women who combined career and marriage were taking on two full time jobs,
while their husbands and male colleagues had but one.
Historians of the women's movement who concentrated on the political arena have noticed that a disenchantment set in soon after national suffrage was won.
The enthusiasm that had carried women to victory in 1920
palled with the realization that access to the vote did not
lead immediately or inevitably to full and equal participation in society. A similar withdrawal, or disenchantment
with earlier concerns, has been noted in the lives of academic women in general from the 1920s through the 1950s,
and I see it in the case of women astronomers.

An outspoken feminist, Vera Rubin has used her
authority to expand opportunities for other women.
In recent decades, there has been a substantial increase
in the number of women astronomers, and improvement in the conditions of their employment. For many
people, the battle has been won. We've put prejudice
and discrimination behind us, and can look forward
to an egalitarian world in which all will be judged on
their individual merits. Why then should we study the
history of women in science? Dwelling on the past may
even be counterproductive, as it may scare women away
from fields still largely dominated by men. My response
is simply that we have not come as far as we would like
to think. Many of the sexist attitudes developed and articulated in the 19th century are still with us. Perfect In
Her Place may be hidden from view, but it affects us still.

This disenchantment became most evident in the
prime feminine mystique years of the late 1940s and 1950s.
The fifteen women who earned astronomical Ph.D:s in the
1920s represented better than 25% of those doctorates earned during that decade. The number of women studying
astronomy stayed fairly constant over the next several
decades, while the number of men rose drastically - and
thus the percentage of doctorates granted to women fell
to about 10%. Equally remarkable was the high drop-out
rate. Payne-Gaposchkin not withstanding, many women
who completed graduate training and who embarked on
promising careers, left the world of professional science
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Still, there will be skeptics who will maintain that
the whole idea is impossible because of the petty divisions and special interest groups that fractionalize the
scientific community. This may be very true ~ and also
very unfortunate, especially since we're talking about a
group of people who, by the nature of their education
and their questing intelligence, ought to know better!

:RLANETARIUMS
EOR SPACE:
An Appeal for the Future
Tim W. Kuzniar

Youngstown State University
Youngstown! Ohio

To the negative mind, a comprehensive space effort
is out of the question. To those of us who are forward thinking, however, it is only impossible if we say die without
an effort. In my view, there has been enough talk. What
is needed now is for all of us to get up off of our comfortable, cozy seats and do something about it. Which
brings me to the planetarium.

Last spring at a program premiere in Baltimore's
Davis Planetarium, I was privileged to participate in a
discussion with, among other notable personalities, the
author and scientific consultant, Frederick I. Ordway.

I am sure that I need remind no one of the large
numbers of people that planetaria play host to on a
yearly basis. These are people who come to our doors
because they are interested in things beyond the scope
of our little planet. (Remember the popularity of the
planetarium that grew out of the space program in the
sixties and seventies?)

Part of our topic was the tragic accident of last
January 28, and the unpleasant realities generated by that
fateful day. Mr. Ordway pointed out, however, that the
space program could be brought back up to speed, and
indeed improved, if we could only present a united front.

On the other hand, maybe I do have to jog some
people's memories about the fact that one of our primary
goals is education. For me, a large part of education is
preparing people for the future: enlarging their world and
making them aware of alternate possibilities.

Mr. Ordway's idea was eloquent, but it requires all
of us who deal in the exploration of space - scientists,
engineers, astronomers and educators alike - to put
aside private and individual concerns. We need to speak
out together, loudly and clearly, in favor of a long-range,
comprehensive set of space goals.

If we do not, therefore, promote a vigorous and comprehensive space program, we are denying our children
and young adults access to their future - something which
I feel borders on criminal negligence!

The organization of such a plan dictates that no one
project undercuts another, and that all programs be given
their due based upon their instrinsic merit - from the
large to the small, from manned to unmanned and from
scientific to commercial.

Our responsibility also continues to each and every
person that enters our theaters. We have a duty to keep
the voting public well informed on matters of national
policy that affect science, astronomy and space exploration. And we also have a duty to provide them with the
truth! (In a recent discussion with a good friend who
works at NASA's Goddard Space Flight Center, I was
made painfully aware of how the news media, as usual,
have done a slipshod job of reporting on the Challenger
accident and the subsequent NASA reorganization.)

The idea here is that everyone supports everything!
(Military considerations do not enter into my discussion
- I am speaking only about civilian and scientific programs.) Only this kind of united front can overcome the
narrow-mindedness and short-sighted thinking that prevents the full potential of space from being realized.
Detractors of such a plan will say that it is too naive.
This is true only for those who are satisfied with accepting
things the way they are. I am not a blind idealist, but I do
know that it takes action to get things done - not sitting
around and waiting for others to solve your problems.

Therein lies the power of the planetarium. If we can
produce programs decrying wanton light pollution in
order to save our night skies for astronomy, we can certainly produce programs that will point up the dangers
threatening human expansion into space!

Doubters may say that this all sounds a little too
simple. According to the creative genius of Buckminster
Fuller, however, all the answers are simple, and self evident; the problem in implementation is to overcome the
inertia of the human mind.

Keep in mind, also, that this in no way detracts
from our teaching of astronomy; rather, it enhances it.
Astronomy and space exploration are not "either/or" propositions. They are different fingers of the same hand, and
as such, can be used very effectively in unison.
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The proverbial bottom line on all of this is that each
planetarian's duty as a public educator should include
support of a new and expanded space effort. There are
several ways to join in.

LETTERS

One is to present a few major public programs with
space-related themes. Either write your own, or use a
packaged program. Early in '87, the Davis Planetarium,
in cooperation with the Space Telescope Science Institute, will be offering for distribution a show-package on
the Space Telescope. Cosmic Craft and Loch Ness Productions, Inc. are planning a sequel to "All Systems Gol",
which will be a program with an exciting look at the next
fifty years in space.

I

. .. continued from page 4

constellations have been standardized, this is far from
the case with those of stars, most of which are Arabic
garbled in arbitrary ways:' (Sky and Telescope, April,
1985). Few planetarians have not heard titters when they
pronounced Betelgeuse (also spelled Betelgeux) as
"beetle-j u ice:'

In addition to public or school programs, you may wish
to offer workshops, public lectures or special exhibits dealing with future space topics. Get the media involved and
obtain some PR for both the space effort and your facility.

What we planetarians could use is a standard to
go by. I think we owe our students and public some consistency in the way we pronounce terms that seem to
them strange and new. For years, Odyssey magazine has
provided pronunciation guides for their young audience,
and I think it's time we adults had some help, too.

You can also take on a more personal role. Write
letters to your state representatives and senators, as well
as the heads of the House and Senate subcommittees on
space and its applications. Make some NOISE! If politicians are not aware of it, they don't vote for itl Even a
few letters of support can sway a delegate's mind, or at
least prompt a closer look at the issue.

The problem of pronouncing unusual or difficult
words consistently is not unique to planetarians. Newsmen and broadcasters have for several years had at their
disposal a well-researched book, NBC Handbook of Pronunciation, now in its fourth edition. Among the 21,000
difficult orfrequently mispronounced words in this book
are many dealing with astronomy and mythology.

Finally, there is an area in which I'm sure many
planetarians are lax. Get out there and join a space support group! The National Space Society, the American
Space Foundation, the Planetary Society and the L-5
Society have all had success in educating the public and
lobbying for important space-related issues.

This handbook will not solve all problems of pronunciation, especially those of an astronomical nature,
but it certainly helps in many doubtful cases. According
to NBC Handbook of Pronunciation, the correct pronunciation of Perseus is "PUR-see-us" and 10 is "I-oh:' Now,
if I can just get Charon straight ...

There you have it. The answers are simple, and the
courses of action are many. And for those of you who
still need a reason, let me share part of my motivation.
As I write this, I am flying home from the '86 IPS
Conference in Tucson, where many space-related issues
were addressed. Part of my flight path skirts over the
northwestern edge of White Sands, New Mexico.

James Rusk
Russell Planetarium
Mesquite, Texas

I think back to the people who tested and sent aloft
the first small missiles from down there - weapons of
war converted into instruments of peace and science.
Those people and many other men and women like them
went on to put human footprints on the Moon, and carry
our gaze out to the rings of Uranus.

WOMEN IN ASTRONOMY
. . . continued from page 10

Like myself, there are many of you whose imaginations were fired at an early age by those who helmed our
first journeys into space. We now work in the fields of
astronomy, space science and planetarium education
because of the legacy they have given us.

In order to avoid the consequences of these attitudes,
it is important for us to see them clearly. It is also important to recognize the effectiveness of cooperation. We
should honor the heroism of the pioneers, but keep in
mind the help they received from other women, and the
help they offered in return. 0

Shall we do less for those who will follow? 0
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are designed for the smaller, low budget planetariums
having a small, probably part-time staff. Setup time for a
program is about 10 minutes, although the planetarium
operator may want to run through the show several times.
The series requires no extra equipment other than the
planetarium projector, because slides of the celestial objects are provided. Auxiliary projector equipment may also
be used. A slide projector connected to a synchronous tape
player is required because a single operator doesn't have
enough hands to operate the planetarium instrumentation
and a slide projector at the same time. Field tests of the
series have been done using the following planetarium
equipment: Spitz A-2, A-3, A-3-P, A-4, and 512 projectors.
Instructions are given for both projectors having or not having annual motion or precession capabilities. The Humanities and The Stars programs can truly be done on just
about any equipment!

H UMANITIES AND
THE STARS:
Interpreting the Astronomy
and Mythology of
Other Cultures
Eileen M.Starr
Eastern Washington University
Chene~ WA 99004

Humanities and The Stars: Interpreting the Astronomy
and Mythology of Other Cultures, is a series of twelve

The philosophy behind the content of the programs
is based on the assumption that each of the twelve cultures observed the same basic sky but interpreted what
they saw in a variety of ways. As they looked upward,
they saw a changing, sometimes predictable pattern of
events to which they gave logical explanations. Their
"best guess" was the science of the times. The people

humanistic presentations, designed for ages 14-adult,
which uses a planetarium as the medium of delivery. This
series was produced by Eastern Washington University
with grant support from the National Endowment for the
Humanities. These programs dramatically demonstrate
the astronomy and mythology of different Northern
Hemisphere ethnic groups which are diverse culturally,
geographically, and historically.
The inclusion of extensive
copyrighted music and artwork of
each group within the presentation
is unique. However, this also controls the number of programs available for distribution. The agreement
between the copyright holders
allows for the reproduction of only
50 copies of each item. Therefore,
distribution of the Humanities and
The Stars series will only be
through the Humanities Commission/Forums/Councils of each
State, all of which have received
several mailings about the series.
Their decision to purchase the
materials (at a very nominal cost)
depends on the interest of the planetarium community of each state.
Contact your State Humanities
group now if you are interested in
using this planetarium series in
your facility.

"Fanciful picture of a medieval astronomer trying to discover
the secrets behind the Milky Way."

Most prepackaged planetarium programs are designed for presentation in a major planetarium with sophisticated equipment. The Humanities and The Stars programs

Used with permission
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in the cultures projected their concerns and problems
with their local environment into the behavior of the sun,
moon, and star patterns. Their astronomical mythology
influenced their subsequent folklore, beliefs, culture, and
customs. Although the stories vary from place to place,
common elements weave through all cultures: there are
stars visible at night; the sun brings light and warmth
during the day; the moon changes appearance; some
heavenly bodies change position among the fixed stars;
and there might be a relationship between events on
earth and the events in the heavens.

their calendar, the mythological causes of the seasons, the
determination and celebration of the Chinese New Year,
and mythology associated with selected star patterns and
1
oth er celestial phenomena. 88 slides, 42:27 minutes.

Contemporary Scientific, using the writings of Copernicus, John Locke, Thomas Jefferson and others, includes
the attempts of earlier civilizations to explain the celestial
motions and the position of the earth in space. Discussed
are the contributions of Copernicus, Kepler, and Newton
to the understanding of the structure and cycles of the
universe, and the methods used by modern astronomers
to determine our place within it. 78 slides, 39:12 minutes.
Egyptian, using the writings found in the Pyramid
Texts and The Book of the Dead, discusses the importance

The philosophy behind the
content of the programs is based on
the assumption that each of the
twelve cultures observed the same
basic sky but interpreted what they saw
in a' variety of ways.

of the Nile River to Egyptian civilization, the link between
the Nile and the heavenly divisions, the astronomical and
mythological uses of the pyramids, the division of time
determined by the stars, and the surmised Egyptian constellations. 71 slides, 39:36 minutes.

Eskimo includes photographs showing the original
lifestyle and the oral mythology of the Netsilik and Iglulik
Eskimo of Central Canada. Included is the mythological
origin of the universe, the effect of latitude on the seasons,
some Eskimo star mythology and navigation devices, plus
a description of the Moon Spirit and the Land of the
Dead. 67 slides, 27:35 minutes.

The programs are not standardized in length or slide
number. However, each program has ethnic music following the narration which brings each tape to a uniform
length of about 44 minutes. Highlights of the twelve programs follow, and include the playing time of the narrated
program, and the number of slides:

Greek includes the history of the Greeks and their
astronomy as described by Hesiod in The TheogenYt Ovid
in Metamorphosis and Virgil in the Aeneid. Also included
are their creation myths concerning humans and the
universe, and the mythology associated with some of the
current constellations. 63 slides, 39:25 minutes.

Babylonian-Assyrian includes the development of
society until the decline of the Assyrian civilization in 612
B.C. Using material from the Enuma elish and other early
records, the program traces the evolution of the observations of the celestial objects into the religion of astrology,
and the relationship of the early night-sky divisions to our
modern constellations. 83 slides, 38:36 minutes.

Hindu, using writings found in the Rig Veda, SrimadBhagatavam, and Surya Siddhanta, discusses the history of
the religion, the Hindu myths of the Universe, the deities
pertaining to astronomical phenomena, the astronomical
basis of their astrology, the calendar, and the cycles of creation and destruction. 50 slides, 39:43 minutes.

British Celtic includes the history of the habitation of
Britain, and the migration of the Celts into the British Isles.
The program discusses the culture of the Celts as described
by early G reek and Roman writers such as Strabo, Pomponius Mela, Pliny, Posidonius, and Julius Caesar, and
speculates about the possible uses of Stonehenge as an
astronomical observatory. The program ends with the Celtic
Calendar, and their Fire Festivals, the basis for our current
Halloween ritual. 105 slides, 32:30 minutes.

Maya includes the history of the Maya peoples through
the time of Spanish conquest. In the Books of Chilam
Balam, the Dresden Codex, and the Popul Yuh are found
the creation myths about time and their civilization, the
complex systems of calendration based on the observations
of celestial objects, and some of the mythology associated
with their cosmology. 103 slides, 37:13 minutes.
Native American: Plateau includes the origin, the
way of life, and the atmospheric and celestial mythology
of the Inland Northwest Columbia Plateau as told by the
Yakima, Flathead, Kalispel, Coeur d'Alene and Nez Perce
Native Americans. 75 slides, 32:50 minutes.

Chinese includes the history and development of
Chinese philosophy, and the structure of their universe as
described in Huai-nan-Tzu, Hun I Chu, Lu-shih Ch'un-ch'iu
and the writings of Ko Hung and others. The program
discusses the divisions of time and the development of
14
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When a laser show is given after a school progra~~
the educational material has always been completed a~
all final questions answered, before the prospect of the',
light show is even suggested. The laser show is then
introduced as a unique way of having fun in the planetarium. Frequently this time is spent explaining what a
laser is and why these lasers are not goi ng to burn a hole
through the dome.

THE EIVE MINUTE
LASER SHOW
John T. Meader
Francis M. Malcolm Planetarium
Easton, Maine

My biggest concern in presenting these shows has
been their concurrence with school programs. My initial
fear was that the laser might steal away from the feature
presentation. After all, the kids were there to learn. In
the first year after our opening, we gave laser shows

There is much discussion today concerning the
place of the laser show in planetariums. For many small
planetarium operators, this question may even seem
irrelevant because of the expense and technical expertise needed to produce feature-length shows. However,
lasers can be used very effectively in the small planetarium if their use is limited to a small scale.

Ending a presentation with
" a short
laser show is like putting

Consider the "Five Minute Laser Show:' a presentation put to a single piece of music or the mix of two
shorter pieces. Granted, a five minute show cannot stand
alone. So why not place it as the finale to a regular public
or school presentation? Here at the Malcolm Science
Center, the five minute laser show is now a regular feature
after many programs. In this facility, the laser show will
never become our primary objective; education has top
billing. Yet, ending a presentation with a short laser show
is like putting the icing on the cake.

the icing on a cake.

following all our school presentations. During the 1984-85
school year, we continued them with some programs,
while others were changed to a laser demonstration
aiding a discussion on light and simple optics. The kids
found the laser demonstrations as fascinating as the laser
shows with music. Although I had received only positive
feedback from both students and teachers regarding laser
shows, I still became concerned that, in the end, the
students might be thinking more about the laser show
than the educational material. This year (1985-86) we
have offered the laser shows as being
optional. We have also included survey
questions on our evaluation sheets about
the effects of the laser show in this regard.
So far, only one teacher has not taken
the option for the laser show, and all
evaluative comments are strongly in
favor of keeping it as part of the general
programming. So, for the present, the
Five Minute Laser Show will remain
active here.

Laser shows are not placed at the end of our school
programs as rewards. Instead, they're placed there simply
for fun. But this should not be read to say that the rest
of the program isn't fun either. We try to make learning
enjoyable too, but we do that to enhance the learning
ROSETTE LASER EffECT

'!'Ito 12 VDC motors.
(1500-)000 rpm's)

F'irS1; surface mirrors set slir/ltly
off perpendicular from the motor post.
(Anple i. exaE:ft!rated in this diarram)

0.5 mW Helium Neon Laser
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In our public programs, a laser
show wo'rks well as a finale. Here, we
often blend the laser directly into the
feature's ending. By incorporating a
short series of slides, we can reinforce
themes discussed earlier. Depending
upon the music, we can leave our audience stunned by a highly dramatic ending

or leave them gently floati ng on a cloud
as the lights come up and the lasers and
special effects fade. In this way, lasers
hold a special place within the context
of a more artistic ending to an exciting
learning experience.
This type of laser show can change
significantly from one production to the
next. Very simple mechanical devices can
create quite elaborate displays on the
dome. Combine these with other incandescent special effects and experiment
with them to the beat and mood of some
different pieces of music. Production is
fun and the audience loves the end results. Since each laser show is only four
or five minutes long, the audience leaves
always wanting more. They don't encounter the boredom that can arise from trying
to do a feature-length presentation under
a similar capacity.

THE MISSILE LASER EFFECT
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The Wispy Laser is simply a laser beam reflected
off either mylar or aluminum foil. We prefer the mylar
because it gives a brighter image. This creates beautiful
"nebular" patterns. By mounting the mylar or aluminum
foil onto a motorized disk that slowly rotates, the patterns will thus move and fluctuate. The children describe
it as "a movi ng spider's web." It amazes us how that
flowing red light will seem to keep nearly perfect time
to almost any type of music!

How much capacity are we discussing? The answer
is minimal. We have given such programs with as few
as two 0.5 mW Helium Neon lasers, although it is preferable to have from three to five. The price for a 0.5 mW
laser runs in the neighborhood of thr~e hundred dollars. By using beam splitters, interrupters and mirrors,
each laser can be used for two different effects. No
computerization is necessary. On/Off switches and some
type of low voltage direct current system will suffice.
We run a 12 VDC system. The direct current allows
motors to be run at varying speeds and in both directions. A single effect can thus be changed into a multitude of patterns.

The Speaker Laser is created by attaching a small
first-surface mirror to the center of a speaker. As the
speaker vibrates, so will the mirror, thus creating a dancing dot that keps perfect time to the music. By reflecting
two beams off the same mirror, you can create two identical partners danci ng together. The way the mi rror is
attached has a tremendous effect on the results. We have
found that if the mirror is glued directly to the speaker,
the vibration is insufficient for any outstanding effects.
The problem is quickly solved by gluing a more flexible
material (we use rolled-up masking tape) to the speaker
and then gluing the mirror to it.

The laser effects we use are all very simple. Most
of these were designed by students at the University of
Maine at Orono. Many of you have undoubtedly created
similar effects yourselves. Among our most successful are
what we call the "Rosette;' the "Wispy," the "Speaker
Laser;' the "Missile Laser," and the "Fairies:'
The Rosette creates changing Lissajous figures. It
utilizes two motors (each over 1500 rpm's) with mirrors
attached slightly off perpendicu lar to the motor posts.
By angling the mirrors, the circle created by the first
spinning mirror is then reflected onto a second spinning mirror. By varying the speeds and directions of
the two motors, the variety of designs that can be created
are almost infinite. By adjusting the angle between the
two mirrors and the angle at which the final product
hits the dome, you can vary the size and shape of the
image seen.

The Missile Laser makes use of mirrors and motors
again. Here, we attach the mirrors along the sides of the
motor post. As the motor (urns, it creates flying red dots.
By increasing its speed, they become a series of lines.
Then, by turning that entire system in circles (with the
rotating mirror at the hub), the lines change directions.
When speeded up, they form many cross-hatching lines
that dance together on the dome. Running it slower
makes it act as a cascade of intersecting missiles.
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The Fairies were developed from a simple "Laser
Star Effect:' The Star laser was simply a laser beam shot
through a rotating plexiglass disk inscribed with scratches.
It made the dot have short, flickering spikes shooting
out of it, like a twinkling star. One day, we used two
thin sheets of plastic glued together. Then we smeared
a thin layer of vaseline over it and shot the laser through
it as it rotated. In front of us was a somewhat boring
fuzzy spot·of red light, but reflecting behind us were
two delightful dots that flew around chasing each other.
The backward reflection became the effect and the audience loved it. The comments ran from "How did you
get those red flies to do that?" to "Where did the fai ries
come from?" Serendipitous discoveries are sometimes
the best.

HUMANITIES AND THE STARS
. continued from page 14

Polynesian-Hawaiian, using an oral tradition, describes
the Polynesian culture before Western influence, the myths
and methods of Polynesian navigation, the origin of the
celestial objects, and the effect of latitude on astronomical
observations. 60 slides, 34:30 minutes.
Norse includes the history of the Norse through the
Viking Age, the development of the calendar from which
our day names originated, and the evolution of the
festival of Yule into the American Christmas. Using the
Prose Edda, we find the description of their cosmology
including the origin and end of the universe. 77 slides,
32:15 minutes.

There are countless other effects that can be made
easily and inexpensively. All you need is imagination and
patience. Combine these with perhaps a short series of
slides and a zoom or a slew, a color organ, or a few
professionally-made special effects, and for five minutes,

Of special interest to secondary school educators
is a series of eight slide-tape programs for classroom use
which complement the planetarium series and may be
used in conjunction with them. Also named Humanities
and The Stars, these materials were made possible by
funding, in 1982, from the National Endowment for the
Humanities. These school materials consist of: 1) a twenty
minute slide-tape program pulsed to move forward when
played on a synchronous cassette tape recorder; 2) a
Teacher's Packet of information including classroom
strategies; and 3) a Student Packet of materials. Both the
Teacher and Student Packet materials may be duplicated;
however, the slide-tape materials may not be copied
because of copyright restrictions.

The Five Minute Laser Show
alternative can be an interesting way
to draw some attention to your
regular programming. I have found that
it doesn't diminish the value
of this programming, but instead
it enhances our shoW'S impact

For information on the Planetarium series, and/or
the slide-tape school curriculum programs, contact Eileen
Starr, Planetarium Director, Eastern Washington University, MS 174, Cheney, WA 99004, (509) 359-6391. D

I think you'll find your audience captivated, trying to
anticipate your next move. And they'll leave the planetarium anxious for the next new program. This can be
especially important for the small planetarium (such
as ours) which relies very heavily on repeat business.
From my experience, it works!
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Finally, I would like to say that in no way are we
attempting to compete with large laser productions. These
ideas are presented to those of you who, like myself, cannot afford the large laser show nor necessarily even have
a place for it. This Five Minute Laser Show alternative
can be an interesting way to draw some attention to your
regular programming. I have found it doesn't diminish
the value of this programming, but instead it enhances
our show's impact. 0
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_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ SCRIPT S_E-=CT_I----'O'--N
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
LAURAY YULE
INTRODUCTION

The script does not indicate spacing for a variety of
narrators or change of mood, but certainly the possibilities
in these areas exist. Also, planetarium personnel may want
to expand or delete certain concepts in the show to meet
their needs.

Most planetarians at one time or another have
tried to relate the concepts of time, space and distance.
It's never an easy task, but perhaps this "Script Section"
can give us a beginning. "Time, Space and the Stars"
is a straightforward show, adaptable to nearly any planetarium facility. The visuals are self-explanatory in most
cases, and creative planetarians will certainly want to add
to the general list indicated by the script.

"Time, Space and the Stars" offers educational as well
as public show possibilities. Its broad-based approach
also presents endless opportunities to get creative under
your dome!

TIME, SPACE AND THE STARS
Dr. Donald McDonald
P.O. Box 213
Eureka, CA 95502
707-444-9508
7971 (revised 1984)

(STANDARD INTRO, YOUR PLANETARIUM)
On August 6, 1945, a new age dawned on Earth:
an atomic bomb exploded at Hiroshima, announcing
to people of the earth that we had entered the nuclear
era.

Sunset
Bolide & Sound Effects
Atomic Bomb slide

New ages had come before, gradually changing
from one to the next-from the Stone Age to the eras
of copper, iron, bronze and eventually to the Machine
Age. But never before had a new epoch dawned upon
Earth so forcefully, so suddenly, or with such destruction. Fortunately, as scientific investigation continued,
the atom proved a useful tool for research and not just
another instrument of destruction.
As scientists began attempting to understand our
universe, their first steps were slow and tedious.
Gradually, as they gained understanding, the foundations of our scientific knowledge became firm and our
progress quickened. Each bit of information helped to
gain more.
We have made the atom our servant, and during the past few decades, science has gained more
ground than in allprevious history put together. It has
been a time of great change.
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Atom slide

Recorded history goes back about 10,000 years.
Early investigators and modern scientists have always
used measurements of time and space in the quest for
knowledge. But these two concepts-time and space have always been at the frontier ... We have never
conquered, understood-even explained them. Nor
has a limit ever been discovered for them.

"Time" slide

"Space" slide

We speak of time and space as continuumsextending an infinite distance in all directions-without
beginning, without end. But humans-being what they
are-demand a beginning and an end for everything.
(So we have tried to define time and space and find
their ends and limits.)
Both time and space seem simple enough, but no
one can really define what they are. Where does space
begin or end? Our measuring devices only let us see
pieces of them. They're used for understanding small
portions of the space around us: an inch, a mile, a
meter, a cubic mile, a light-year-these are all means
of measuring space and distance, but the starting points
for them are only arbitrary. They don't really define
where space begins-or what it is-or where it ends.
We have only seen small portions of the universe and
attempt to put them together for an overall view.

"Measurements" slide(s)

But the mind falters under the burden of such immense quantities. We don't have the experience for
very large numbers to be truly meaningful to us. Oh,
you may be able to envision' objects at a time-or
one-hundred-or perhaps even a thousand. But the only people who speak knowingly of millions and billions
are small children, politicians, and the Internal Revenue
Service. Astronomers even have to convert the dimensions of the solar system into terms involving small
numbers.

"Numbers" slide(s)

The astronomer's yardstick {meterstick} is the
speed of light. Light is the fastest moving thing we
understand in the universe. A ray of light travels at approxi mately one-hu nd red-eig hty-six-thousa nd-m iles per
second (three-hundred-thousand kilometers per
second).

"Speed of light" slide/diagram

Now the earth seems to be pretty large, but suppose you could drive a car at one-hundred-eighty-sixthousand-miles per second (300,000 km/sec). If you
could, you could go around the earth seven and a half
times in one second! ... You could reach the moon in
only one and one-third seconds ... Or in jlJst a little
more than eight minutes, you could travel the distance
from the earth to the sun ... In five and a half hours
you'd reach the planet Pluto on the outskirts of the solar

Light circling earth slide(s)

a
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Earth slide
Moon slide
Sun slide
Pluto slide

system. But space isn't crowded. After leaving Pluto the
next nearest object (other than the comets) is the star
Alpha Centauri, and traveling at the speed of light, it
would require four years, four months and seven days
to reach it.

If you traveled across our galaxy, it would take
more than a hundred thousand years, and to reach the
next nearest galaxy would take two and a half million
years more-and these are just-relatively speakingnearby things in space.

Point out Alpha Centauri

Galaxy slide, or point out
M-31 slide

When we talk about the universe, the term
"space" is vague and almost meaningless. We don't
know the diameter of the universe; we don't know its
volume; we don't know its shape. We don't even know
if it has a shape! We do know that some portions of
space have more material in them than others. But
when we look into space and attempt to measure or
map it, we must rely on the light from the objects we
see there for distance and position. Still, the nature of
light itself makes us a little unable to believe our eyes.
Einstein showed us the path of a light ray is bent
as it passes a gravitational field. Since the path of light
is deflected from a straight line as it passes objects in
space, we are really looking around a curve at a distant object. It's difficult to calculate its true position in
the universe. Many other thirJ9s may happen to the light
before it reaches us, but it's important to notice that
space seems to be curved.

Einstein slide
Bent light-ray slide(s)

But if space is curved, i. it curved toward or away
from us? If space is curved toward us, then it probably
has a limit-as though we were on the inside of a ball
with our space defined by the curve around and toward
us. On the other hand, if space is curved away from
us, the curve may not come back together and form
a definite shape. We would have to regard the universe
as being infinite.

Slide - + curved space

This is our present view of the universe-it is
infinite-it has no end. But for years, people believed
the universe was a sphere and the earth was at its
center. All of the stars were fixed in place on that
sphere.

Sphere w/Earth at center slide

In ancient Egypt, Nut, the goddess of the night,
had the stars tatooed on her body. As she bent over
the earth at night, the stars appeared. Other ancient
people believed the stars were tied to the sky by strings.

Egyptian "Nut" slide

In ancient Greece, the crystal sphere of the sky
was thought to be only a few stadia away. No one is
exactly sure what length a stadium was, but there is
reason to believe it was about one-tenth of a mile.

"Stars" w/strings slide
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Slide - - curved space

Tonight as we look out into the universe and see
the stars, planets and moon, we don't see them as fixed on some crystal sphere a short distance from the
earth. We know now that they're not all the same short
distance away, either. They are all moving through
space-all in motion, drifting. But to the unaided eye
only those objects near to us appear to move and then
only very slowly. Beyond the nearby moon, sun and
planets, the distant stars are moving at speeds that must
be measured in miles (kilometers) per second. But they
are so far away that even over a few thousand years
we might not notice their motion at all.

Planetarium moon, planets, Annual motion
slowly

Star types slide

There are many kinds of stars, but generally they
are huge bodies of hot gases-most of them measuring hundreds of thousands of miles (kilometers) in
diameter. All of the stars we can see and many millions
more we cannot see-except with a telescope-are
located in our own island universe-our galaxy.
Looking at this immense group of stars from outside the galaxy-we see a spiraling, whirlpool-like mass
of several billion suns-round and spinning like a pinwheel. I n cross-section, the galaxy is rather flat; most
of the stars are concentrated into a more or less round
mass at the "hub" or nucleus." As we go from here
to the outer edge, there are fewer and fewer stars and
the galaxy becomes flattened. It measures a hundredthousand light-years across and ten-thousand lightyears thick at the center. The sun, only eight-hundredsixty-four thousand miles (1,392,000 km) in diameter-a
little less than the average-sized star-would be difficult
to see. It's located about one-third of the way from the
outer edge of the galaxy in one of its spiral arms. As
the galaxy spins, the sun whips around it at nearly 200
miles per second (320 km/sec). But even at this speed,
the galaxy is so large it requires nearly two-hundredmillion years for the sun to make just one trip around it.

Stars off XF to rotating galaxy

If we look from our tiny planetary home toward
the galaxy's center at night, we see a cloudy band of
light crossing the sky. We call it the Milky Way. The
term" galaxy" comes from the Greek word" galactos," meaning milk. But through a telescope, or even
a pair of binoculars, we see this Milky Way of ours as
many billions of stars. Again, all the separate visible
stars we see in the sky are in our own galaxy. But there
are billions of other galaxies at great distances from
us. About 20 other galaxies compose the "local
group," and one of these can be seen here without a
telescope. It appears here, in the constellation Andromeda, and can be seen well only under excellent
conditions. It's called by its catalog number M-31, or

Time exposure, Milky Way

/I
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Cross-section -

Milky Way slide

Milky Way & Planetarium stars on

Point out M-31

simply the Great Galaxy in Andromeda. Trying to
measure the distance to this galaxy in miles (the number
is two-and-one-half-million miles time six-trillion miles)
is nearly useless. We can't really appreciate or understand it. Two-and-a-half-million light-years is a little
easier to understand, but this is only one of the nearest
galaxies in our Local Group. The greatest distance that
we have so far been able to perceive is about 13-billion
light-years. There are some peculiar objects at that
distance called quasars. They seem to be moving at
about three-fourths the speed of light!

M-31 slide

Quasar slide(s)

We mentioned earlier that stars and all other objects in the universe are in motion. Yet, because of their
great distances from us, it would require thousands of
years to observe any change in position for most of
them. Then how do we know their speeds?
One of the tools of astronomy is the spectroscope.
It uses a triangular piece of glass-a prism- to spread
light out for a better look at it. White light is really composed of a rainbow of colors called the visible spectrum.
When a ray of white light passes through a prism, we
see its component colors with' red at one end and violet
at the other. The sequence of colors is always in the
same order: red, orange, yellow, green, blue, indigo
and violet.

Prism/Spectrum slide

The waves of light have different frequencies, just
like sound waves. The color of the light we see depends
on the number of waves that strike your eye's retina
each second. Every known element-when burningemits its own characteristic light wave pattern-a
"fingerprint" for that element. We know exactly where
this fingerprint should fit into the spectrum of white light,
just like we can distinguish one musical note from
another and find its place in the spectrum of sound. But
when the source of the light or sound is moving, our
eyes and ears might play tricks on us.

Light waves/sound waves slide(s)

If you have ever waited at a railroad crossing for
a train to pass, you may have noticed a sudden change
in pitch of the whistle or bell as it passed ... like this:
TRAIN WHISTLE OR TRAIN SOUNDS
What happened was not really a change in pitch
of the bell or whistle itself, but a change in the direction of motion. While the train was coming toward you,
its speed caused more sound waves to strike your ear
each second, giving a higher pitch. But when the train
passed by, it was going away from you and fewer
sound waves struck your ear each second, giving the
sound a lower pitch.
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Bright-line spectrum slide XF

To Continuous spectrum

REPEAT TRAIN SOUND
You may have noticed the same effect at
automobile races.

RACE SOUNDS
This phenomenon is called the Doppler Effect. The
same effect applies to light. The "fingerprint" of any
given element may move to one end of the spectrum ... or the other. If a star is coming toward us, its
speed will cause a shifting of light waves toward the
violet end of the spectrum. But if a star or galaxy is
traveling away from us, it will cause a shift of these
fingerprints toward the red end of the spectrum. The
speed of the object will determine how far the waves
of light will move toward either red or violet. Most of
the stars and galaxies show a red shift; so they are moving away from one another like the seeds in a growing
watermelon.

Continuous spectrum w/bright lines

Pt. out violet end

Pt. out red end

According to current theories, the universe is expanding. Since everything in the universe is in motion,
our concept of space is even more difficult to picture.
But what about 1/ space" itself? What is it?
We know that about 53 percent of the material
in the universe is the element hydrogen. Out in space,
between the stars and galaxies, there may be only one
hydrogen atom in several cubic miles {kilometers}.
Many people today think space is a vacuum-nothing.
Yet, light travels through space, and the earth, other
planets, stars and galaxies drift in it. Motion can take
place in it, and it transmits light. These are two "properties" of space, and "nothing" shouldn't have "properties." The universe, then seems to be an unknown
substance with properties. It has matter in it, living things
in it, and yet, about the best we can do to describe
"space" is to say it's a continuum with no known end
and no known beginning, and yet containing everything
we know.

Hydrogen atom slide

"Time" too, is a continuum without beginning or
end except for us as individuals. Time may be the most
valuable thing we can possess. Most people go through
life wanting wealth, possessions or acclaim, but when
death is near, only one thing seems of any value: more
time. And there is more of everything else, but only a
given amount of time. No one can define it, though we
all use it and worry about it and insist on accurate
measurement of it. Just when it was that humans first
noticed happenings on the earth had something to do

"Time" slide
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with the passing of time, and that time could be
measured by the stars, moon and planets-is difficult
to say. It probably happened when humans were still
primitive hunters. In these early days, there was little
time to contemplate the universe. Probably the earliest
observations were only that the day was divided into
a light and dark period. We can envision some of their
problems.

"Early hunters" slide(s)

With primitive weapons such as the latest spearpoint design, early humans spent most of their time hunting. Even with today's sophisticated weapons, we may
spend the day matching wits with other living beings
and still turn up the loser. But in these earlier days, when
it was necessary to hunt, time was filled with trying to
obtain food while it was still light enough to see. Then,
when darkness grew near, the hunters returned to a
cave or some other safe refuge for the night.
The only time they considered things like the
universe around them was when they were unable to
go out hunting. They might have been injured or sick,
for instance; and only then did they really notice the
repeated changes in the position of the sun, moon and
stars. Today we're again preoccupied with other night
activities: television, for instance-and only night
workers like policemen and astronomers have the opportunity to notice changes in the sky.
Early humans noticed that when the sun appeared
in the eastern sky, it brought light and heat. When the
sun disappeared below the western horizon, it brought
cold and darkness. They began to notice that when certain stars appeared in the sky, floods came and crops
got ripe, or the leaves fell from the trees, and snow fell
when the days were shortest. They soon began to
believe the changes in the sky were controlling them
rather than seeing a means of keeping a record of the
passage of time.

Sunrise glow

But then, humans became farmers. Suddenly, it
was important to note the passage of time, and they
looked to the sky for the key.
I n ancient Egypt, when the star Sirius rose at the
same time as the sun, it marked the beginning of the
year. Sirius became known as the "watchdog of the
Nile," and Egyptian priests knew that when the star appeared with the sun, it was only a matter of a few days
until the Nile would overflow its banks. We still call Sirius
lithe dog star" since it's located in the constellation
Canis Major, the big dog. When the star is first
noticeable in the evening sky in early November, we frequently have a period of warm weather. We often
speak of these warm days as "the Dog days."
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Point out Sirius
Egypt panorama

Canis Major slide/outline

Actually all you need to measure the passage of
time is an event or motion that repeats itself regularly:
A pendulum, the balance wheel of a watch, the motor
in an electric clock.

fd panorama

The motion of the moon about the earth and the
apparent motion of the sun about the earth were the
first means used to record and measure time's passage.
Doesn't it seem strange that today-when our numbering system is based on ten-that there are threehundred-sixty degrees in a circle-or 24 hours in a
d~y-or 60 minutes in an hour? For the reasons behind
this, we have to go back to Babylonia.

Slide: moon/earth orbits

Planetarium Slide - 360 0

ecliptic

I n the land between the Tigris and Euphrates, at
the dawn of written history, people noticed the sun
seemed to move in a large circle about the earth against
a background of fixed stars. As nearly as they could
tell, the sun was back among the same stars after threehundred-sixty days. They divided this" sun circle" into
three-hundred-sixty parts-or three-hundred-sixty
degrees. Thus, their year had three-hundred-sixty days.
These people also began a mathematical system to keep
records. They believed the stars and planets were
deities-directing the courses of their lives and events
on earth. These deities also made predictions for
humankind. So it was important to keep records of their
motions.
The Babylonians weren't really very good
mathematicians by today's standards. They didn't know
how to deal with fractions, and needed a system based on a number easily divisible by a lot of other whole
numbers. Their first system was based on the number
12-the Duodecimal system.

Numbers/division -

12

The number 12 is evenly divisible by one, two,
three, four, six, and 12. The later Babylonian system
was based on 60. Sixty is an even better number than
12 because it's divisible by one, two, three, four, five,
six, 10, 121 15, 20, 30, and 60.

Numbers/division -

60

The Babylonian day was divided into two parts
of 12 hours each, but since day and night are different
lengths during different seasons, the value of an hour
had to be changed every few days. Today we mark the
passage of a day by one rotation of the earth.
If you mark the position of the sun relative to
something like a building, and use an accurate watch,
the sun will return to that precise spot again after exactly 24 hours. But this is not the true length of one rotation of the earth. The earth has moved in its orbit
around the sun by about one degree. So, the earth has
to rotate about one degree further for the sun to be
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Panorama/slide -

Earth rotation slide

horizon/building

at the same spot again. This takes some time-about
three minutes and 56 seconds. On the other hand, if
we use a distant star in the same way we used the sun,
we can find the true value for the earth's rotation since
we're not moving around that star. This time, we would
find the real length of a day-23 hours, 56 minutes, four
seconds. Since this true time was measured by the stars,
we call it sidereal time after the Latin word for starSiderius. Time measured by the sun is called solar time
-from Solis-the Latin name for the sun.
Measuring time by the sun has several other
disadvantages too: the sun seems much larger and
brighter than the stars. It's more difficult to precisely
measure its exact location. But the stars are tiny points
of light. It's far easier to measure their position without
as much error.
Most of us use a 24-hour day. Remember, this isn't
the true length of a day-it's actually 23 hours, 56
minutes, four seconds long-so the stars seem to rise
three minutes, 56 seconds earlier each night. Gradually,
we are able to see different stars overhead during different seasons of the year. To keep from getting out
of sync with the seasons, we've worked out a system
called "leap year." The process requires adding a day
to February every four years, and a couple of other
modifications.

Daily motion -

Early civilization lookedto the moon to keep track
of the days. They could see it took about 30 day/night
cycles for the moon to go through its phases from crescent to first quarter-full-third quarter-and back to
crescent moon again. They could count the number of
lunar cycles between the arrival of cold weather and
warm, rainy seaons and dry, planting time and harvest.
They found each of these events returned again about
12 /I moons."

Planetarium moon/phases

slow

Watch for a moment while we go forward in time
one year .... The moon travels around the earth, it
will go through its phases a dozen times. As the earth
travels around the sun, the sun seems to move against
the background stars. A year's worth of constellations
appear to drift across the sky.

MUSIC
The motions of Earth give us two time units: the
year and day. The moon's motion gives us a third
unit-the month.
Actually, the moon cycle is 29 and one-half days
long. Twelve of these cycles add up to only 354 days.
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Annual motion/daily motion/moon/sun

Calendars using the moon for reference have years of
either 12 or 13 months. The Hebrew calendar used to
determine Hebrew holy days, the Christian method to
set the date for Easter, and the lunar calendar used in
partsof India today are all examples of calendars based on the moon.
The motions of Earth and the moon are what we
call natural time units. All other divisions of timeseconds, minutes, weeks, decades, centuries-are
human invention. They were created to divide or add
up natural time units in various ways.
Let's travel back in time to ancient Babylon, for
instance. The Babylonian year was 360 days long and
measured by the sun. In ancient Egypt, however, the
year was calculated using a distant star for reference.
It was 365 days long. Later, the Babylonians also used
a year of 365 days, but the Egyptians still out-did them:
sometime in the early years of their civilization, they corrected their calendar to 365 and one-fourth days. If
they had not done this, their calendar would have been
behind an entire year in only a little over 1,400 years!

Cuneiform tablet

Egyptian hieroglyphs

The problems with calendars continued into the
days of the Roman Empire. The old Roman calendar
had only 365 days. Every four years, a day was left
over. By the first century B.C., it was pretty well known
that a year contained 365 and one-fourth days. So, in
45 B.C., the Roman Emperor Julius Caesar, ordered
each year to be 365 days long, and every fourth year
was to be 366 days. This is where our "leap year"
comes from-the Julian calendar-planned by the
astronomer Sosogines. But this calendar was still not accurate. Every 125 years it got ahead by one day!
By the 15-hundreds, astronomers realized the
year was not quite 365 and one-fourth days long. By
1582, the Julian calendar had gained 10 days on the
seasons. Pope Gregory the 13th, under the direction
of the astronomer Clavius, corrected the calendar by
removing 10 days between October 4th and October
15th, and he changed the rules for leap years:

Slide: Pope Gregory, 1582, Oct.

Century years may be leap years only when divisible by 400. For example, 1600 was a leap year. 1700,
1800 and 1900 were not, but the year 2000 will be.
Despite these changes, the Gregorian calendar we use
today isn't perfect: it gains one day every 3,000 years.
But, we'll worry about that when the time comes!

Slide: Century leap-years

Let's go back and consider our measure of solar and
sidereal time again. A year measured by the sun-a
solar year-is 365 days, five hours, 48 minutes, 46
seconds long. But the true value, as measured by the

Slide: solar year
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stars-a sidereal year-is 365 days, six hours, nine
minutes, 10 seconds long. These natural time units of
day, year and month are valuable to use only as long
as we remain on Earth. But we've already begun to explore the cosmos.

Slide: sidereal year

There will be no day or night in space. The sun
and moon will hang motionless in the universe. On the
moon, one day/night cycle takes nearly a month: two
weeks of day and two weeks of night. On Mars, a
day/night cycle lasts 24 hours, 37 minutes, measured
by Earth-time. A Martian year is 687 days long-almost
two Earth-years. On Jupiter, the day/night cycle is very
short-only a little less than 10 hours. But a Jovian year
is almost 12 Earth-years. It's a short working day, but
vacations are few and far between! And beyond the
solar system, months or even years might pass before
a radio request for accurate time from Earth could be
answered. Time as we know it might be meaningless
to humans in space-especially to new generations.

Moon slide

Mars slide

Jupiter slide

Like space, time is a frontier continually being
pushed back and enlarged. People have tried many
ways to find where time began. About three centuries
ago, Archbishop Usher of Ireland calculated the age
of Earth based on the Scriptures. He found the earth
was created in 4004 B.C., on October 26th-at nine
o'clock in the morning!
.
A couple of years "later, John Lightfoot,
Chancellor of Cambridge Ur)jversity, found Usher in error by a few years. The difficulty here is that the original
Hebrew word for" day" or "year" in the Scriptures
is "yom" -a word that once had at least 14 different
meanings. It essentially meant an unspecified time
period. Nonetheless, Usher's calculations held swayat least among the clergy-for a great many years.

Slide: "yom"

Some people still believe the earth came into being in 4004 B.C. But early geologists began to investigate how fast the sea is getting saltier as sodium
is taken from the land by erosion. They proposed it may
have taken as long as a million years for the sea to get
as salty as it is today. But, some things were wrong with
that reasoning, too. Rates of erosion change, and salt
has been removed from the seas and deposited on land
by ancient oceans when they evaporated. Then
geologists began to study mud deposits in the sea. They
found it takes about a hundred years to deposit enough
mud to make one foot of shale. They also discovered
it takes about a thousand years for enough calcium carbonate to wash to the sea and form one foot of
limestone. On this basis, it must have taken at least two

Slide(s}: Earth strata
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billion years to build up the thick deposits of shale,
limestone and other sedimentary rocks found on the
earth's surface today.
Many rocks contain a radioactive clock-certain
radioactive elements that slowly decay or change into
other elements at a constant rate. For example, one
form of potassium slowly changes into argon gas. Based on the potassium-argon method, the oldest known
rock on Earth's surface today-a rock called rhyolitefound in Rhodesia, Africa-is between 4.6 and 5.2
billion years old. From this, scientists conclude Earth is
about five billion years old and may be much older.
When scientists test the age of many meteoriteschunks of stone and metal from elsewhere in the solor
system-their age is also about five billion years. Rocks
brought back from the lunar surface by the Apollo
astronauts seem to be about that age, too. But the
universe is apparently much older than this.

Meteor (bolide)

Since light from the sun-the nearest starrequires eight minutes, 20 seconds to reach Earth, you
actually see the sun as it appeared eight minutes, 20
seconds before. The north star, Polaris-680 light-years
away-appears tonight as it was 680 years ago. The
great galaxy in Andromeda-the most distant object we
can see with the unaided eye-is seen as it appeared
nearly two and a half million years ago ... and these
quasars are seen as they were 13 billion years ago.
They were there that long ago! So, some scientists
believe the earth may be as much as nine or 10 billion
years old or more, rather than coming into existence
in 4004 B.C. at nine o'clock in the morning on October
26th.
'

Sun slide

M-31 slide

Quasar slide

And what about the universe itself? How old is it?
And how do we perceive "time" before it began?
Some scientists believe the universe began in an
explosive expansion called "the Big Bang." Preceding
that moment, if the universe is closed" -that is if it will
one day stop expanding and collapse once more to explode again-time can be measured. If the universe is
open" -continuing to expand-it will gradually
become cold and disorganized. When the last star dies
billions or even trillions of years from now, no more
events will occur. With no events to measure, the concept of "time" will cease to exist. Only darkness and
cold will remain.

Closed universe slide

II

Open universe slide

II

We don't really know what "time" is. Is it a concept or a physical reality? Does it flow in one direction
only ... or can it be turned back? Does it have a
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Daily motion

beginning-or an end-or is it just a continuum? What
is its meaning? What are time and space for us as
individuals?
All that is real to us is here and now. The remainder of our time is a few years of memories-and
hopes and dreams for a few years more. The long,
tedious millennia that brought us here, and the
fathomless, distant future that we shall not see seem
almost meaningless, but not unimportant to us. For what
we do in our short span of reality ... what we dare
to dream ... is the result of what has gone
before ... and the cause of what is yet to come.
We are reaching for the stars, and at the same
time, reaching into the space of our minds. We dwell
within ourselves, and perhaps that is where space
begins. Yet it extends an almost infinite and shapeless
distance in every direction from the inner mind.
Almost all of our philosophies depend in some
way on our awareness and understanding of time and
space. These in turn depend upon our knowledge of
the stars and their motions. Our awareness and
perspectives have changed and expanded. We may
never thoroughly understand time and space, but we
continue to find they are larger-far larger-than our
ancestors ever dreamed.
.

Sunrise/exit
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PRESIDENT'S
_MESSAGE

There was also a spontaneous award, presented by David
Menke on behalf of those who attended the 1986 conference. We all applauded, long and loud, the individual
who had been working four years so that we could enjoy
a week in Tucson:

ALAN J. FRIEDMAN
"And the winner is .. :' At the final, glorious July
4th banquet of the 1986 IPS meeting in Tucson, we gave
awards in front of our 300 delegates and friends from 14
countries. I think those of us who were giving out awards
felt as much honored, and had as much fun, as those
who were receiving. The Awards Committee (Dennis
Simopoulos, Sig Weiser, and Bruce Dietrich, chair) had
drawn up a substantial list of awards to be presented.

Lonnie Baker
Lonnie's careful preparation for this conference had
set the stage for the Flandrau planetarium and its staff,
and the University of Arizona, to do a superb job as they
hosted the 1986 I PS Conference.
These awards serve to highlight that our society is
exactly as worthwhile as its individual members make it.
Our society has no capital funds or equipment, no
treasure trove of slides or books, no authority over even
a single planetarium. People join the society, travel
around the world to attend its meeti ngs, and read its
publications because individual members are continuously volunteering their time to make and to keep
the society worthwhile. The opportunity is open to each
one of us to make IPS valuable.

As a result, we had three past presidents to honor:
James A. Hooks
William Peters
Jeanne Bishop
As our society grows and matures, a president can
rely more and more on precedent and on the dedicated
crew of officers and friends IPS has accumulated. Thus
it was a special pleasure for me to participate in the
honors paid to my own immediate predecessors.
Bill Peters was unable to attend - he was still catching up after missing work due to an illness contracted while
chasing that rascal, Halley's Comet. But Sig gave a warm
response for Bill, and the award has been sent. Jim and
Jeanne were there to receive our thanks in person.
The next honor was the 1986 IPS Service Award.
The committee had recommended, and the council had
approved, that this award go to:
Walt Tenschert

I want to close this tribute to the individuals who
are the International Planetarium Society with a personal
expression of appreciation to Jordan Marche II. Jordan has
asked to be relieved of his duties as long-time editor of the
Planetarian, effective at the end of 1986. John Mosley has
accepted the position of Editor when Jordan leaves.

Walt has served IPS so well and for so long that his
address is indelibly inscribed on Rolodex cards world. wide. The sustained standing ovation Walt received
testified to the society's recognition of continuous service since the founding of IPS.

The Planetarian is the regular, tangible representative of the society. Members in many countries know of
our society only through its journal, and the Planetarian
has provided sufficient reason for them to join to remain
members. Many people have worked to create and nourish
this magazine, but it is the Editor who has the responsibility
for getting each issue out with the content, the style, and
the schedule that presents the society and its value to its
members. That our society continues to thrive is a measure
of the success that Jordan has had in providing quality in
the Planetarian.

With Walt's help, the committee had also identified
fifty-nine members who qualify as Fellows of the Society.
The criteria for Fellows and their names will be published
in the next issue of the Planetarian. Fellows are those who
by virtue of a decade of continuing membership and/or
particularly noteworthy service, have demonstrated a professionallevel of commitment to the field. That more than
ten percent of our members qualify is a mark of professionalism for such a young society.
Sig and Dennis have completed their terms on the
Awards Committee, and Thomas Clarke and Phyllis
Pitluga have joined Bruce to begin work on the awards
and fellows to be anno.unced in Richmond for 1988.

To Jordan, and to the 1986 award winners, my congratulations and my thanks on behalf of our society. D
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_GAZETTE

reviews. Part of this may be understandable, as it's apparent
that Lovi has been referring to the first, prototypical instrument, replaced in the past year by a vastly-improved
second-generation model. Four of these "Mark II" Digistars
have since been installed at planetariums in Richmond,
Virginia, Salt Lake City, The Hague and here in St. Louis.

JOHN WHARTON
With receipt of the june '86 issue of Sky and Telescope, I was moved to throw my own two cents into the
continuing question of the fate of the planetarium. With
your indulgence, I'd like to share with you a letter (in its
unaltered form) I wrote to the magazine . ..

Digistar is a major advancement in the planetarium
field. The technological change it represents has already
been discussed in several past issues of Sky & Telescope.
What hasn't been mentioned is a philosophical change
it offers: After bei ng relegated to providing a stellar
backdrop for other special effects, the star projector once
again can be the star of the planetarium show.

In the past months, you've devoted a fair amount of
attention to the subject of the planetarium's future. In his
column, ''A Future For Planetariums" (S&T: June 1986 issue,
page 585), George Lovi speculated that the medium's future
rested with its most traditional component, the star projector. In a sense, I agree with Lovi, but with a different
rationale, and from a different point of view.

In its most basic use, the new Digistar has pleasantly
surprised this facility's staff, weaned as we were on mechanical instruments. Progressive hardware and software
upgrades have given us a starfield equal in brightness to
that of any conventional projector, with a high degree of
positional accuracy, remarkable depth of field and, yes,
even the ability to evoke plenty of audience response when
the house lights go down.

In its most basic and traditional use, the planetarium
is an illusionary environment of the night sky, generated
(up to now) by a highly-specialized, vision-blocking brute
of a machine. A decade ago, a planetarium director joked
that "We could do a great show if we could only get rid
of that thing in the center of the room:' In reality,
however, many planetariums have been doing just that,
philosophically and even physically. The reason for the
de-emphasizing of the traditional star projector rests with
the machine's inability to be an adaptive tool for communication with audiences-general public and students
alike-who've become increasingly media-sophisticated.

But, when l,lsed as a computer-driven graphics projector, Digistar really shines. In the past, for example,
when we wanted a visual aid to help us in discussing the
vast size of the Milky Way, we might have simply used
a slide of M31. Now, we can sweep dramatically through
the plane of a star-laden, three-dimensional Digistar
representation of a spiral galaxy - a visually stunning
scene that, at the same time, can legitimately allow the
seeds of learning to be sown.

No longer able to depend upon the star projector
alone to carry the visual brunt of a presentation, planetarians in growing numbers have turned to specialized
simulation effects, multi-image slide barrages and even
video projection, in an effort to capture the interest and
imagination of a more jaded audience.

I won't deny that a Digistar spiral galaxy or, for that
matter, the basic starfield doesn't look entirely real. But
then, no star projector displays a truly realistic sky. After
all, in its most fundamental application, the planetarium
is still just a simulator. It shouldn't compete with the
actual sky for authenticity, but rather be used to compel
people to seek out and appreciate the real thing.

Decades ago, planetarium audiences saw stars on
the dome and marveled, almost as much over how the
illusion was achieved as for its visual impact. Today, a
first glimpse of a planetarium "sky" can still elicit gasps
of awe. But that sense of awe is more fleeting now, as
the subtle grace of this most basic planetarium experience is quickly lost in the boredom-prone minds of
modern audiences. They simply expect more visual impact than can be provided by a star projector's simulation
of the night sky. The growing trend toward supplementary audio-visual "razzle-dazzle" represents one way to
respond to a new kind of planetarium audience. Digistar
represents another way.

While full of potential, Digistar itself is not a cureall for the planetarium field. "Garbage in" is still "garbage
out;' and, as Lovi noted, no amount of technological
wizardry can save a facility that doesn't know how to effectively use such a tool to communicate, or doesn't identify
and satisfy its particular audience.
What will make the difference in the future success
of the planetarium is the willingness and daring to change
with the times. As such, Digistar continues the natural and
positive evalution of the planetarium from staid astronomy
lecture hall to illusionary theater of the stars. If that's
"Disneyland under the dome;' then I'm all for it.

In Lovi's June column, as well as his earlier column,
"Where Should Planetariums Head?" (S&T: March 1985
issue, page 239), Digistar has, at best, received mixed
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NASA and the Astronauts Memorial Foundation,
Inc. has announced plans to build a memorial at the Kennedy Space Center, "dedicated to astronauts who have
lost their lives while flying, training or awaiting assignment to fly for the space agency. NASA wi II provide a
site for the memorial at the Kennedy Space Center, while
the Foundation will raise funds for the design, construction and perpetual care of the memorial. US Senator Jake
Garn and US Representativ.e Bill Nelson ... are co-chairing national fundraising efforts for the private, non-profit
Foundation. Once the memorial is completed, education
will become the focus of the Foundation's efforts [with]
a scholarship fund ... established to support students
pursuing careers in the fields of teaching, engineering and
science:' In addition to honoring the seven crew members
of mission 51-L, the memorial will, according to NASA,
honor astronauts Grissom, White and Chaffee (killed in
the 1967 Apollo pad fire), Bassett and See (killed attempting a T-38 landing at the McDonnell Douglas plant in
St. Louis, where their Gemini 9 was being completed,
in 1966), Freeman (killed in a 1964 T-38 crash), Williams
(killed in a 1967 T-38 crash) and Givens (who was killed
in an auto accident near the Space Center, in 1967). [In
a personal note, I also think it would be appropriate to
include the name of Mike Adams, who was killed in the
1967 crash of the X-15/3 rocket plane after a flight in
excess of 80 km of altitude-the accepted boundary of
space.] Contributions may be addressed to: Astronauts
Memorial Foundation, Inc. / P.O. Box 628003 / Orlando,
Florida 32862-8003 / USA.

In an effort similar to "Pennies for Space;' the private,
non-profit United States Space Foundation has established
a "Space Shuttle Fund:' According to USSF spokesman Bill
Koshelnyk, the Fund is a grass roots gesture "to keep
America moving ahead in space exploration [and] to commemorate the Challenger crew. Donations of $1 are being
gathered, to "be turned over to NASA to apply toward a
replacement for the Challenger." For more information,
contact: United States Space Foundation / P.O. Box
1838/ Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901 / USA. Donations
to the Space Shuttle Fund should be sent to P.O. Box
51-L / Colorado Springs, Colorado 80901.
A note in the Vernal Equinox '86 issue of the MAPS
newsletter, "Constellation;' suggests that planetarians
in the US push for a commemorative issue postage stamp
to honor the crew of mission 51-L. There is a bureaucratic
hitch, as noted by the "Constellation": "The [US] Postal
Service can issue a stamp for the Challenger . .. but not
the astronauts, for they have to be deceased 10 years.
Thus the need for a waiver:' If US planetarians would
like to participate in this grass roots effort, write: Citizens
Stamp Advisory Committee / US Postal Service / 475
L'Enfant Plaza SW / Washington, D.C. 20260.

JOB

OPENING

Astronomy Instructor

Finally, the National Education Association has
established the Christa McAuliffe American Education
Fund, which will provide grants to both aspiring and practicing teachers for a variety of purposes. Donations to the
fund can be made to: Christa McAuliffe American Education Fund / American Security Bank / P.O. Box 0149 /
Washington, D.C. 20055.

The Buehler Planetarium, Broward CommtJnity
College, Fort Lauderdale, FL, has an opening for
an astronomy instructor with planetarium curator
responsibilities. This is a teaching/director position
serving the public with planetarium shows. Minimum requirements: Master's degree with 18 graduate semester hours in Physical Science, preferably
in Astronomy. An M-1015 Zeiss projector will be the
prime planetarium instrument.

TROUBLE IN YOUR SLIDE FILE?

The slide file sleeves you're using may be hazardous to your slides! According to Mitch Luman, writing in
the Vernal Equinox '86 issue of GPPA's "Plains Planetaria"
(of which he's editor), the alleged perpetrator is the
innocent-looking but smelly PVC (polyvinyl chloride)
slide page. "According to a source of mine;' says Mitch,
"Eastman Kodak lab tests have proven that 'PVC pages
contain residual catalysts that volatilize. The greatest
damage occurs when photographic materials come in
direct contact with [such] material. Damage also occurs
when the volatile elements contaminate the air in the
immediate vicinity, or in closed [spaces]: According to

Starting salary based on credentials.
Resumes must be received by October 30, 1986 at:
Broward Community College

Personnel Department
225 East Las Olas Boulevard
Fort Lauderdale, FL 33301

* AN EQUAL ACCESS / EQUAL OPPORTUNITY INSTITUTION *
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the Vue-All Company [which manufactures non-PVC slide
sleeves], 'the chances of your slides being damaged increases with high humidity conditions in the storage
area:" If you're concerned about PVC sleeves and your
slides, consider using pages made from polyethyline, or
try rigid plastic frames. Food for thought.

Available free of charge to NSI members, and for $2.50
each to non-members, the bibliographies can be obtained
by writing: NSI Bibliographies / 600 Maryland Avenue SW,
Room 203W / Washington, D.C. 20024/ USA.

IT'S AS BIG AS ...
An interesting and potentially very useful (if only the
shots were in color) resource is just out-the "Photographic
Catalog of Selected Planetary Size Comparisons" by
Stephen Paul Mesaros. Listed as NASA report #NASA
TM-86207, the book is available for $5 from: National Technicallnformation Service/Springfield, Virginia 22151 /USA.

SPITZ IN THE SHOW KIT BUSINESS?
In an April press release announcing the sale of a
Space Voyager system (see First Quarter '86 P/anetarian,
page 11) to the Singapore Science Center, Spitz Space Systems also made mention of a plan in the works to "provide
reasonably priced, [pre]packaged planetarium programs to
existing Spitz facilities:' According to an unnamed Spitz
spokesperson, "Our intent is to provide operators with both
educational and entertainment-oriented programming that
can be run on Spitz equipment. We are now in the process of identifying and defining specific programs that would
be of greatest value to our customers:' No other details
were mentioned on the development of what the spokesperson said would be "high-quality, professionally produced
programs:' Stay tuned.

FOR BEST VIEWING,
GET ABOUT TEN CENTIMETERS AWAY
FROM THE VIDEO MONITOR
"The Space Shuttle: An American Adventure;' the
shot-aboard-the-Shuttle film which has been running at
several Cinema 360-equipped planetariums, is now available on V2-inch and %-inch videotape, and 16mm film. For
more information, contact: Zero-G Productions, Inc. / 953
Valley Falls Road / Jackson, Mississippi 39212 / USA.

ASTRONOMY NEWSLETTER
FOR TEACHERS NEW TO THE STARS

CAUTION - ASTRONOMERS AT WORK
(Gleaned from the Vernal Equinox '86 issue of the
GPPA newsletter, "The Plains Planetaria") A short, %-inch
video clip of astronomers Winkler and Kirshner shot during their November '85 observing run at Kitt Peak is
available from: Public Information Office / NOAO / P.O.
Box 26732 / Tucson, Arizona 85726-6732 / USA.

Under the joint sponsorship of the Astronomical
Society of the Pacific and the American Astronomical
Society, a free quarterly newsletter is being made available
for teachers and librarians in grades 3 "'through 12 who
would like to do astronomy classroom work, but have little
or no background in astronomy. The newsletter includes
nontechnical articles on developments in the field, suggested classroom activities and resource tips. To receive the
newsletter, teachers or librarians should write (on school
stationery and identifying their grade level) to: Astronomical
Society of the Pacific / Teachers' Newsletter Dept. / 1290
24th Avenue / San Francisco, CA 94122 / USA.

WELCOME A NEW DOME TO THE FOLD
Housed within a new half-million dollar nature center
at Turkey Run State Part in west-central Indiana is a 4.3
meter, Spitz Nova-equipped planetarium. Kenneth L.
Gregory, the Park's naturalist, is in charge of the planetarium
and presentation of its shows. The Park is about 90 km west
of Indianapolis on Indiana 47, 12 km north of Rockville.

BIBLIOGRAPHIES ABOUNDING
A series of annotated bibliographies covering a wide
variety of astronomy and space science topics is available
from the National Space Institute. The listings are for published material which is primarily at the introductory level,
and cover topics in the History of Aeronautics, Rockets,
Celestial Mechanics, Black Holes, Space Astronomy, Solar
Power Satellites, Space Stations, Space Law, Navigation in
Space, Space Manufacturing, Space Colonies, the History
of NASA, Space Medicine, Planets, the Sun, Remote Sensing, Satellites, Communications Satellites, Military Operation
in Space, the Space Shuttle, and Extraterrestrial Resources.

STAR TRAILS
After nearly two decades as director of the EI Paso
(Texas) Public Schools Planetarium, H. Rich Calvird is retiring to his Jacksonville, Texas farm ("to raise trees"). Replacing Rich at the EI Paso facility is John Peterson/ formerly
director of the Tombaugh Planetarium in Alamagordo, New
Mexico. And, replacing John at the Tombaugh is Art Barton.

Claire and Everett Carr are taking early retirement
and will be leaving the Herkimer (New York) BOCES
Planetarium after 15 years in the field.
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Mark Wallace has been appointed assistant principal at Andrews (Texas) Middle School; he had been
director of the Andrews school system's planetarium for
the past decade.
After having been manager of the Oregon Museum
of Science and Industry's Kendall Planetarium for the past
three years, Jan Paul Dabrowski has been named science
programs director at OMSI in Portland.

Volker. Roehrs is no longer with the Planetarium
Hamburg in West Germany.
Gary Lazich has left the Paulucci Planetarium in
Hibbing, Minnesota. Peter Davis has replaced Gary, and
is acting director.
Sheri Trbovich has been promoted to the position
of producer at the Hansen Planetarium in Salt Lake City;
she had been the Hansen's artist/photographer.
KUDOS & CASTIGATIONS

Kudos to:
IPS President Alan). Friedman! for his thoughtful (and
diplomatically restrained) letter-to-the-editor of Sky & Telescope! regarding Dick Norton's December '85 S&T article,
"Will Planetariums Become Extinct?" Alan's response,
which appeared in the First Quarter '86 Planetarian (and
appeared--'-somewhat-in the June '86 S&T) raised some
good points and sought to unruffle some feathers.

University Microfilms
International reproduces this publication
in microform: microfiche and 16mm or 35mm film.
For information about this publication or any of the
more than 13,000 titles we offer, complete and mail
the coupon to: University Microfilms International,
300 N. Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor, MI 48106. Call us
toll-free for an immediate response: 800-521-3044.
Or call collect in Michigan, Alaska and Hawaii:
313-761-4700.

Castigations to:
Boulder (Colorado) Valley Schools! for its cu rious
logic in announcing that it intended to close the school
system's planetarium as a cost-cutting measure. Plans call
for Jim Moravec (who has provided Boulder Valley
students with a wonderful learning experience as well
as hands-on planetarium experience) either to be reassigned or laid off-a real loss to the Boulder community
and our profession. Some concerned planetarians have
called or written to protest this decision, only to be told
essentially that it's none of our business. I disagree.

D Please send information about these titles:

Name __________________________________

The International Association of Observatories and
Planetariums!! of Pasadena, California, whose slick, color

Company/Institution _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

brochure you may have received in the mail this spring.
Offering for sale a variety of slides sets and video cassettes,
as well as a subscription to a magazine called Universe!
the group is clearly not an "international association of
observatories and planetariums:' When IPS Executive
Secretary Jack Dunn called to inquire as to the group's
choice of names, he was told that the name was an
attempt to gain credibility. But at whose expense? I'll
certainly be interested to see how the "IAOP" uses the
coattai Is of professional astronomers and astronomy
educators to sell its wares. D

Address ___------------------------City ______________________________
State _______________ Zip______________
Phone

~

__~__________________________

University
Microfilms
International
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REGIONAL
_ROUNDUP

Currently, GLPA has its highest membership ever,
181 people from 25 states and two foreign countries.
Membership inquiries should be directed to Bob Thompson, Membership Chairman, Vollbrecht Planetarium,
19100 Filmore, Southfield, Michigan 48075.

KATHLEEN HEDGES
Beginning with the Spring Equinox, 1987 issue, this
column will be taken over by Steve Mitch. After December
31, 1986, please send your material to him at: Benedum
Natural Science Center, Ogle bay Park, Wheeling, WV
26003. If you edit a regional newsletter, please add his
name to the mailing list.

GLPA's Executive Committee has recognized 37
members for the newly created rank of Fellow of GLPA.

Great Lakes Planetarium Association (GLPA) GLPA's conference will be held October 22-26 in
Cleveland, hosted by NASA's Lewis Research Center and
the Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums.
Featu res of the conference i ncl ude:
• visits to five area planetariums, out of nearly a
dozen presently in operation;
• tours of the NASA Lewis Center, including research
facilities, the Visitor Information Center, and special
presentations on current NASA projects;

Great Plains Planetarium Association (GPPA) and
Rocky Mountain Planetarium Association (RMPA) will
hold a joi nt conference on October 16, 17 and 18 at the
McDonnell Star Theater in St. Louis. Among the activities planned at press time are presentations of several
McDonnell shows; "Lightwaves;' the public show; "The
Little Star that Could;' K-3 show; "Chronotiscity;' 4-6
show; and "Autumn Nights;' a sky show. Various workshops, panel discussions, and paper sessions are planned.

• an address on Uranus by Dr. Ellis Miner, JPL's
assistant project manager for the Voyager project;
• a "Show and Share Fair;' an opportunity to share
pet tricks and gadgets;
• a visit to the Cleveland Museum of Natural History, including the planetarium and observatory;
• dinner in the museum's dinosaur hall, beneath
Allosaurus et al.;

GPPA noted with regret the closing, due to lack
of funds, of the planetarium in Manhattan, Kansas, run
by Ted Stalec.

• a presentation by Life Systems, Inc. highlighting
new technology for life-support systems used in
spacecraft;

Pacific Planetarium Association (PPA) - PPA meets
October 10-12, 1986, at the Chemeketa Community College Planetarium in Salem, Oregon. Thomas McDonough
is the host.

• Armand Spitz Memorial Lecture by Don Tuttle,
long-time GLPA leader and contributor, and;
• an address by Alan Friedman, president of IPS.
The "Proceedings of the 1985 Annual Conference;'
edited by Bart Benjamin, were available at the 1986 conference. The 1984 Proceedings of the Milwaukee conference are still available to anyone joining GLPA this year.

Southwestern Association of Planetariums (SWAP)
- SWAP reports that several of its members have found
mistakes in the Silver Burdett series of elementary science
textbooks. Most of the errors are in sections dealing with
astronomy. SWAP has reported these to the Silver Burdett
Company, and the company has been very receptive to
their comments.

In other news, the Great Lakes region's newest
planetarium has begun hiring staff. Parkland College in
Champaign, Illinois, has Jim Manning, formerly of Chapel
Hill, N.C., as its news director.

If your district uses these books, you may obtain
a list of the errors found so far from: James Rusk, Russell
Planetarium, 2501 Memorial Parkway, Mesquite, TX 75149.

GLPA noted with regret the closing of the school
planetarium in Russiaville, Indiana, due to lack of funds.
Director Gail Bouslog has been reassigned to teach third
grade. Gail had been GLPA's coordinator of instructional
materials; that position has been temporarily filled by
Jerry Mansfield of Terre Haute, Indiana.

If your district uses different books, you may want
to check them for errors. Some publishers do not have
experts in astronomy review their texts. D
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COMPUTER
_CORNER

computer is designed to handle the graphics and typefaces you'll need, and no other system works nearly
as well.

JOH N E. MOSLEY

Desktop Publishing 118M Programs
To begin, I'd like to comment briefly on the hottest
new use for microcomputers-desktop publishing-and to
encourage people who have not done so already to look
into what 'it has to offer and see if their institution would
benefit from it. Although desktop publishing still has few
applications under the planetarium dome, it could be a
valuable aid in running the rest of the institution.

This is my recommendation, with rough prices:
Macintosh Plus ............................ $ 2,000
Macintosh hard disk drive (20 Mb)... 1,200
Imagewriter dot-matrix printer.........
500
software... ............. .............. ........ .... 1,250
modem..........................................
350
misc. supplies (discs, etc.) ...............
200
subtotal ................................ $ 5,500

Apple LaserWriter Plus ................... $ 5,500
Briefly, desktop publishing is the next logical step in
total ..................................... $11,000
the evolution of computer applications, and it follows
calculations, games, word processing,
A hard disk drive allows you to
merge the text and graphics more
and computer-aided design. It allows
smoothly than with only one or two
you to combine the text and graphics
Desktop publishing ...
floppy drives, and allows you to store
created by a variety of programs and
all programs and text for ready access.
to turn it into camera-ready layout
allows you to combine
that is of typeset quality. The layout
the text and graphics created For practical purposes, the Macintosh
will only print on a LaserWriter or
can then be printed in bulk, turned
by variety of programs
into slides, or used as museum capImagewriter, and I recommend having
tions. Previously, this could only be
an Imagewriter handy for routine
to
done by taking your text and graphics
non-typeset quality work, especially
camera-ready layout that
to a typesetter and then to a printer
where you want a continuous paper
is of typeset quality.
-an expensive and time-consuming
feed (like labels). I've allowed $1,000
project. Now you can generate the iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii"
for software, an adequate amount
that will allow you to purchase the
final typeset-quality layout in your
standard word processing programs with spelling checker,
own office with total control over its appearance, and
spreadsheets, drawing and painting, telecommunicawithout depending upon others to meet your deadlines.
tions,
astronomical calculations, and desktop publishThe difference between desktop publishing and
For only $350 more, your computer can
ing
layout.
word processing is the ability to generate type of different
talk
to
the
outside world (and to other computers).
styles and sizes, to integrate graphics, to have wide conI've
put
the
LaserWriter
in a separate category because
trol over layout, and to end up with 1,igh-resolution printyou
can
rent
a
LaserWriter
by the hour or page at a
out. It's like the difference between a typesetter (that can
photocopy
or
computer
store and avoid purchaslocal
also generate graphics) and a typewriter.
ing it altogether. Although the LaserWriter costs twice
What would you do with this equipment if you had
as much as competing brands, it comes with the ability
it? First, you'd prepare more and better brochures, flyers,
to do full graphics and handle many fonts, which the
catalogs, announcements, newsletters, reports, mailers,
com petitors do not.
business cards, news releases, signs, forms, advertising,
Bid as a package, the setup would cost about
tickets, invitations, etc. Second, if you prepare exhibits,
$10,000.
This is too steep for most institutions, but they
you'd use it for the bulk of the captioning. Third, you'd
might
find
a way to share expenses and equipment with
use it to generate those slides in your planetarium shows
another
department
or institution. And the prices are
that have text or simple graphics (astronomer's names,
decreasing
by
the
month.
eclipse diagrams, etc.). You'd use it wherever you now
use rub-down lettering, Kroy tape, or a typesetter, and
A recommended book to learn more: LaserWrite Itfl
except for special applications it would replace all three.
by James Cavuoto, Addison-Wesley Inc., 1986. The book

"

a
and

The equipment is off-the-shelf and, except for the
laser printer, inexpensive enough to purchase for home
use. And there aren't many good choices. The Macintosh

tum it into

was prepared with the equipment described above. And
I'd be glad to talk with people planning to set up their
own systems.
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but it's fun to watch. Orion hardly changes at all in 100,000
years, while in a tenth that time Bootes becomes unrecognizable. I ran the Big Dipper back to the middle of the last
ice age, and the familiar pattern was a little tighter than
in our era, but was immediately recognizable. Another
option instantly recalculates the coordinates of the major
stars in each constellation for any epoch between 1700
and 2300 AD.

Now for a few software reviews. All of the programs
reviewed in this issue run on IBM-PCs and their clones;
some require graphics capabilities. A few also run on
other computers. Write to the vendors for additional
information and current prices.
"Computer Stars" (G. & E. Software, 41900 Old
Bridge, Canton, MI 48188) plots a wide-angle rectangular
chart of most of the sky for the time and location you
specify. The database contains 1480 stars, and about half
are shown at anyone time. The constellations are
recognizable, but at this scale few are clear. The sun,
moon, and planets are not included.

"Superstar" (New address: Picoscience, 41512 Chadbourne Dr., Fremont, CA 94539) is a sophisticated program
showing star maps and planet positions. It apparently contains the entire Yale Bright Star Catalog plus an unspecified
number of deep space objects, planets, asteroids, and
Halley's Comet. It's accurate enough to predict eclipses, but
the careless spelling errors (e.g., "Febuary" in the copyright
notice) that would have been caught by any spelling
checker make you wonder about the accu racy of the
astronomical data. It's complicated to run (the authors
caution th~t is not a "welcome to astronomy program"),
although that's because there are so many options. I
found it too user unfriendly to become enthusiastic about
delving deeply into it, but for someone who likes to read
manuals and who has the time to explore, this is an
ambitious program with good possibi lities.

"Jou rney to the Stars" (COMPress, P.O. Box 102,
Wentworth, NH 03282) is a tour of the constellations with
a self-quiz. You select the season and are presented with
crude star outlines, and you guess the constellations. I
failed miserably, possibly because only a few stars are
shown for each constellation and they are not differentiated by magnitude. It performs no calculations other
than those necessary to display the stars.
"Tellstar" [Editor's Note: reviewed in P/anetarian,
Vol. 72, no. 4 and updated in Vol. 73, no. 7J has yet
another new address (Spectrum Holobyte, 1050 Walnut,
Suite 325, Boulder, CO 80302). It may also be run on the
Macintosh. The program is cleverly packaged, almost intuitive to operate, and is widely available.' Unfortunately, it
is not as accurate as it can or should be, al1d for this reason
I can recommend it as a fun program to mess around with,
but not one to use when precision is important.

"Astronomy Calculations" (Laboratory Microsystems
Inc., 3007 Washington Blvd., Marina del Ray, CA 90262),
is a set of no-nonsense utilities that (1) convert equatorial
coordinates to horizon and ecliptic coordinates, (2) calculate Julian date and sidereal time, and (3) calculate the
Right Ascension, Declination, altitude, and azimuth for
a given date and location for the sun, moon, and all 8
planets. The coordinates are accurate to within a few
seconds of arc for dates near the present, so this is a very
usefu I program.

"Star Cal 3" [Editor's Note-upgraded from Star Cal
2, reviewed in P/anetarian, Vol. 74, no. 7J (Software City,
P.O. Box 11082, Station H, Nepean, Ontario K2H 7T8,
Canada) now has three options. The first two are the calendar of astronomical events arranged by month and the
astronomical clock which simultaneously displays current
time in six formats. The third (and new) option displays a
small oval plariisphere-type map of the sky for any date
and latitude. Precession is taken into accou nt. All 8 planets
(excluding the earth) are plotted and labeled. The display
is small and the constellations difficult to recognize, but
outlines are drawn if you desire. A nice feature is that it
only takes a few seconds to plot the map with planets. The
clock is the meat of this program and the reason to buy
it, but the star chart is a nice bonus.

"PC Planetarium" (Light Software, 1850 Union Street,
Suite 252, San Francisco, CA 94123) draws a circular
planetarium-style map of the sky as seen from any location
on earth for any date. You enter your longitude and
latitude numerically, or point to your position on a globe
of the earth and let the machine figure out what the
approximate values are. Stars are shown to magnitude
4V2, plus the sun, moon, naked eye planets, and Halley's
Comet. Proper motion and precession are taken into
account if desired. You can search for a constellation,
star, or planet, which is then highlighted. Although it
performs as advertised, it is awfully slow (15 minutes to
plot the map and 20 to print it), and because the scale
is so small it is very difficult to recognize the constellations. Such an ambitious program needs an ultra-high
resolution monitor to really succeed.

"Constellations of the Northern Hemisphere" (Zetacom, P.O. Box 601, Wellsville, NY 14895) has one feature
that makes it unique (as far as I know) and interesting:
it demonstrates the proper motion of the principal stars
of the major constellations for extended periods of time.
I don't know what practical use such a demonstration is,
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"Visible Universe" [Editor's Note-previously described for Wangs only] (Parsec Software, 1949 Blair Loop
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Rd., Danville, VA 24541) shows the sky as seen from
any time and location, but has a whopping 17,200 objects
in the database! This includes the Yale Bright Star Catalog
(9,110 stars) and the Revised New General Catalog (8,163
objects), and the data fills two double-sided disks and
consumes 677K of memory. The program is on a third
disk. A har,d disk drive and an IBM-PC/AT is preferred.
The options are too numerous to list, but basically you
display the enti re sky or a portion of it for any date and
location. Coordinate lines are shown if desired, either RA
and Dec or alt/azimuth. The database also contains the
sun, moon, and planets through Neptune. An interesti ng option allows you to see the enti re celestial sphere
from the outside. The planets can be magnified to show
their phases. You can hold the coordinate system steady
and step through time to generate a plot of the changing
appearance of the sun, moon, or a planet through weeks
or months of time. And the printouts with a standard
Epson FX printer have a resolution of 1600 by 640 pixels.

JAMES BROWN

If you would like a copy of the Report of the Presidential Commission on the Space Shuttle Challenger
Accident, it is available. Order number SIN 040-00000496-3 at $18.00 each. Also, a book entitled Space
Telescope ($5.50) is available. Order number: SIN 033000-00862-7. It contains sixty-four pages dealing with this
device. Both are available from the Superintendent of
Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington,
D.C. 20402-9325.
Did you ever "get the point" of something? Well, if
you would like to, the Point is available! It is a hand-held
laser pointer. It has a built-in rechargeable battery that
operates for up to one hour continuously or all day intermittently. Output power: 1.0mW; Wavelength: 632.8nm;
Weight: 14 oz.; Beam diameter: 1mm; Recharging time:
12-14 hours. It comes in black, white or navy blue. Price:
$350. Contact Lazr-Lite Industries, P.O. Box 3468, Saratoga,
CA 95070.

I'll mention "The Sky 2.0" (Computer Assist Services, 1122 13th St., Golden, CO 80401) for completeness,
although they have not responded to two requests for
information for review purposes.
The U. S. Naval Observatory has announced the
availability of a "floppy almanac" on disc that provides
ultra-precise sun, moon, and planet coordinates, phases,
rise and set times for a specified location, and more, for
one year. The approximate cost is $20, and in its initial
1987 version the disk will run on IBM-PCs and compatibles.
For further information contact Dr. George Kaplan, Nautical Almanac Office, U. S. Naval Observatory, Washington,
D.C. 20390 (202/653-1516).

The Astronomical Society of the Pacific is offering
another slide set. This one deals with the Radio Universe.
Forty slides of striking images produced by radio observatories are accompanied by a 24-page booklet containing detailed captions, a nontechnical introduction to
radio astronomy, and a bibliography. To obtain a copy,
send $35.45 (which includes postage and handling) to
A.S. P., Selectory Sales Dept., 1290 24th Ave., San Francisco, CA 94122.

Keith Johnson of the University of Arkansas Planetarium at Little Rock has typed the entire IPS directory
into the data-base module of Appleworks (an ambitious
project!). It's a large file that consumes about 150K of
memory, but Keith has segmented it for Apple users with
less memory. With it you can find, for example, that there
are 100 planetariums with domes between 8 and 12
meters with ZI P codes above 50000. Contact Keith at
501/569-3259 for additional information. 0

Available during the summer of 1986 are twelve
planetarium programs dealing with Humanities and the
Stars. Eastern Washington University has researched, written and is now ready to disseminate a series of programs
to acquaint the general public with the astronomical
mythology of twelve Northern Hemisphere cultures. These
cultu res include: Babylonian-Assyrian, British Celtic,
Chinese, Contemporary Scientific, Egyptian, Eskimo,
Greek, Hindu, Maya, Native American (Plateau, Polynesian-Hawaiian), and Norse. The programs, designed for
planetaria which have little, if any auxiliary equipment,
will cost approximately $500 for the series. For more
information, contact Ei leen Starr, Eastern Washi ngton
Science Center, Eastern Washington University, 300 Patterson Hall, Cheney, Washington 99004. 0

Editor's Note: A reminder that John continues to
index the Pia neta ria n. If you would like to receive the
most up-to-date listinK send him $5.00 for a copy. He
also offers to reprint any Planetarian article from the journal's fifteen-year history.
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MARK S. SON NTAG

STARWALK AFTER ONE YEAR
Sheldon Schafer
Lakeview Museum Planetarium
Peoria, Illinois

A phenomenon is occurring at the Lakeview Museum
Planetarium. Students are more excited about studying
astronomy than I've seen in 13 years of teaching. Not that
we haven't been able to get students excited; we most
certainly have. We've "knocked their socks off" with
black holes, neutron stars, quasars, rocket blast-offs, and
spinning stars. We've skimmed the cloudtops of Jupiter
and traveled at warp-speeds to the edge of our galaxy.
So how could we possibly top all that? With better special
effects or all-sky movies? None of this is necessary; we're
teaching back-to-basics: the rotation of the Earth, the
revolution of the Earth, time, and constellations; but with
a twist, using Project STARWALK.

1) Trained teachers.
It's not uncommon, and it fact it's customary for
a teacher bringing his or her class to the planetarium to
turn the class over to me and more-or-Iess disappear into the upholstery. And what more could I expect since
the planetarium is as unfamiliar to them as their
classrooms are to me. Not so for STARWALK. Teachers
are not only trained in the progression of the plantarium
lesson, but are asked to be actively involved in the lesson,
assisting at the overhead projector and monitoring their
students' progress. The side effect is more interested,
committed teachers. It's no longer just my lesson; it's our
lesson. The students also benefit from more attention during the lesson; two or three professionals looking over
their shoulders is definitely better than just one.

Project STARWALK is an exemplary educational
program validated by the Joint Dissemination Review
Panel, United States Department of Education, and a National Diffusion Network Developer/Demonstration Project. It is a Title IV-C program developed over a three year
period by Pat Olmstead of the Colonial School District
in Wilmington, Delaware. What all this means is that it's
a curriculum that has gone through a rigorous evaluative
procedure which has proven than it is effective where
more conventional approaches have not been. Being so
proven, the National Diffusion Network, a program of
the USDOE, has funded the dissemination of the curriculum nationally so that other school districts can share
in its successes.

2) Better prepared, more enthusiastic students.
Trained teachers should obviously result in better
prepared students, and it has. However, preparation
doesn't necessarily translate into enthusiasm. Because the
curriculum is part of a special project with its own
worksheets and notebooks, it has created an "esprit-decorps" among the partici pati ng students. They know that
they are part of something special; just look at the "project" name and the planetarium visits. Further, since the
teachers are trained, they are in a much better position
to transfer and apply their creativity to the STARWALK
curriculum. Some of the innovations have included:

The curriculum is built around three units, one each
season. The focus of each unit is a planetarium visit,
preceded and followed by several in-class lessons. A
teacher's guidebook contains lesson plans, student
worksheets, and pre- and post-visit tests. For school
districts not used to working closely with a planetarium,
this co-ordinated utilization as a curricular experience
may be a significant breakthrough, but as a planetarian
already focusing on curriculum co-ordination, I have
found that STARWALK has much more to offer.

Special designer nametags
STARWALK jewelry
Assembly programs and plays for parents
STARWALK notebooks (appropriately decorated)
STARWALK space helmets
Shields of Knowledge and Swords of Starpower

These elements include: 1) trained teachers; 2) better
prepared, more enthusiastic students; 3) carry-over between
the planetarium and the classroom; and 4) special attention to details of the learning process.

STARWALK spelling bees
And probably much more that I haven't heard
about yet.
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3) Carryover between the Planetarium and the classroom

FIGURE l-A

The extensive teachers' guide assures that the classroom and planetarium lessons are well co-ordinated. The
students are familiar with the vocabulary, concepts, and
order of the lesson so that when they come to the planetarium, all that remains are the "final pieces to the puzzle"
and their visualization will be complete. Even the planetarium worksheets are not totally unfamiliar; the students
have had similar exercises at their desks.
The carry-over goes back not only to the school
but home with the students in the form of seasonal starmaps, and in the final lesson of the third grade unit,
a Big Dipper Clock.
One of the most exciting such spinoffs was from
a teacher, who wasn't quite anticipating the amount of
involvement by her students' parents at home. The
students were practically demanding to go outside in subfreezing weather to find the constellations which they'd
learned in the planetarium.

LAB: OUR SKY CLOCK

FIGURE 1-8
TOP

Another aspect of the carry-over is the use of the overhead projector, both in the planetarium and then back in
the classroom. The transparencies which are used in the
planetarium during the lessons can be taken back to the
school for use in the classroom; the information carry-over
is direct since it isn't even necessary to redraw the worksheet. The teacher can pick up where the planetarium
lesson finished for review and reinforcement.
4)

Special attention to details of the learning process.

When I first started to present the STARWALK
lessons, I felt that they were a bit too meticulous; there
seemed to be innumerable steps-between-steps which
weren't really necessary. However, after doing the lesso'ns
a few times, I realized how much learning I'd shortcircuited; rather than being superfluous, these added
steps were critical to the learning process.
For example, in the first third-grade planetarium lesson, we begin by reviewing models, and go over the vocabulary. Simple enough, but in my haste to make the most
efficient use of "precious" planetarium time, I usually didn't
bother redoing what already might have been done in the
classroom. We then pass out a blank lab sheet (Figure I-a,
/lOur Sky Clock") and proceed to label it so that it corresponds to the labels already around the planetarium dome
(Figure l-b shows the lab sheet after labeling during the
first lesson.) Simple enough, but my usual approach would
have been to have the lab sheet already labeled so that
the students could get on with the lesson (Figure 7-c shows
the lab sheet after the end of the second lesson). We may
have saved time, but the breakdown of these tasks has
shown itself to be critical to the learning process.

FIGURE 1-C
TOP
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Another example of this attention to detail and
breaking down the learning tasks is in the presentation
of the constellations. Before going directly to the sky to
look for the specific star patterns, we go over the map,
constellation by constellation, first the south or seasonal
groups, and then the north circumpolar groups. With
each constellation, we present the classical depiction of
the group, at Lakeview using our famous collection of
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_ _ _ P-LANETARIU.M USAGE FOR SECONDARY STUDENTS
GERALD L MALLON
INTRODUCTION

The following activity was developed by Dr. Cary
Sneider, Director of the William K. Holt Planetarium,
Lawrence Hall of Science, University of California, Berkeley,
CA 94720. It has been used successfully at the Holt
Planetarium in a program called "Moons of the Solar
System:' This program has been presented to the general public and to school groups (grades four and above).
The activity takes approximately 15 minutes and can
be presented in a classroom, or in a planetarium of
any size.

This excellent activity is flexible enough to be used
in a program concentrating on The Moons of jupiter
(examining their first discovery by Galileo and including
new information from the Voyagers); or it could be tried
in a more general program on Moons of the Solar System
(examining how other moons were first discovered and
are continuing to be discovered to this day). Since the
activity is relatively short, it works well in the time constrai nts of a standard secondary class period; students can
reach their conclusions in the planetarium and do not
have to wait until the next class meeting to finish.

This activity permits each student to explore the problem that Galileo faced in trying to determine the orbital
periods of Jupiter's four largest moons. The student carefully
collects data and then interprets the results to arrive at these
periods. It is a stimulating exercise that can be used by
secondary Earth and Space Science students, as they examine information about the components of our Solar System.
It can also be used by students in Social Studies classes
examining the Renaissance and the work of Galileo; and
by students in General Science or Applied Science classes,
as an example of how the scientific method can be applied
to entirely new data that challenges our assumptions about
the universe.

Finally, in whatever program this activity is used,
it will surely be an exciting and enjoyable experience for
your students. Try it.

Readers are reminded to please send any comments on this lesson, as well as submissions of other
lesson plans for the secondary level (grades 7-72), to
me. In submitting lesson plans, please remember to
use the following format: Title, Purpose, Objectives,
Materia/s, Preparation, and Procedure. Thank you.

DISCOVERING THE M.OONS OF JUPITER
Cary I. Sneider
PURPOSE:

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

To simulate aspects of the thinking process that
Galileo would have followed in working out the orbital
periods of the four moons of Jupiter.

By the end of the lesson, students should be able to:

MATERIALS:

2. Demonstrate how to record the motion of one
of Jupiter's moons over a period of nine nights.

1. Describe how the telescopic view of Jupiter and
its four largest moons changes from night to night.

One set of eleven slides (see "Preparation" section
below); one slide projector; a data sheet, clipboard, and
a pencil for each student.

3. Infer from the observed data how long it takes that
moon to go around Jupiter.

4. Give a general description of how Galileo determined that the points of light which he observed
near Jupiter were indeed moons, and established
thei r periods.

PREPARATION:

A set of twelve slides and a data sheet master for
this activity are available from: Jill Kangas, Lawrence Hall
of Science, University of California, Berkeley, CA 94720.
Please send a check for $35.00 made out to "Regents
of the University of California" to cover cost of duplication, handling, and mailing. (California residents add
6.5% sales tax.)
Make one copy of the data sheet "Tracking Jupiter's
Moons:' Set up the slide projector with the twelve slides in
place. Have clipboard, pencils, and data sheets on hand.

PROCEDURE:

Students are given a brief history of Galileo, as
follows:
"Galileo was placed under house arrest in 1633, for
teaching that the earth goes around the sun. Although his
reasons for supporting the Copernican theory are complex,
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one important influence was his discovery of Jupiter's
moons, 23 years earlier. In reporting his discovery in a
book The Starry Messenger (1610), Calileo first expressed
in print his support of the Copernican system:

The first slide shows Jupiter and four starlike satellites. Explain that the slide offers a somewhat better view
of Jupiter and its satellites than Calileo's view through his
crude telescope. Nonetheless, he did observe starlike
points near Jupiter, lying in a straight line. After several
nights' observations, during which he observed three or
four points in different positions along the same straight
line, Calileo correctly guessed that he was observing
Jupiter's moons.

'Variously moving about most noble Jupiter as
children of his own, they Uupiter's moons) complete
their orbits with marvelous velocity ... at the same
time executing with one harmonious accord mighty
revolutions every dozen years about the center of
the universe, that is: the sun:

The second slide is similar to the first, except that
the four moons have been color coded, and a scale has
been added, showing the moons' locations up to two
million miles on either side of the planet. Explain that
Calileo's most difficult task in sorting out the periods of
the moons was to distinguish one moon from the others.
To make it possible for the students to figure out the

"This activity will help you to simulate the thinking process that would have been necessary to determine
the orbital periods of these 'new moons: You will observe
the motion of a moon over a series of nights and try to
figure out how long it takes for a moon to make one
orbit around Jupiter.
Color

TRACKING JUPITER'S MOONS
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through all of the data points, and to "Figure out how
long it takes the moon to go around Jupiter and come
back to the same spot:'

periods in just a few minutes, the moons have been colarcoded. (The observations have also been staged to show
the periods in an integral number of days. Although this
detail is important in the students' success, it is not
necessary to mention it.)

For three of the moons (10, Europa, and Ganymede)
the answers are straightforward. 10, for example, is observed on opposite sides of Jupiter each night, so its
period is about two days. The most challenging orbit it
Callisto, since it does not complete a period, but goes
from one side of Jupiter to the other between nights one
and nine. Most students jump to the conclusion that its
period is 18 days. However, a few clever students will
count the days between nights one and nine, and figure
out that only eight days elapsed, so the correct answer
for its period is 16 days.

Read the names of the four manns on the slide
as you poi nt to each one and mention its color code.
Then advance to the next slide which shows the observation for "Night 1:' Point out that each moon can be
identified by its color, or by the first letter of its name
above the moon.
Hand out data sheets or clipboards with pencils
attached. Divide the audience into four groups. Assign
each group to observe one of the four moons, and to
write the color of the moon they will be observing in the
upper left hand corner of the data sheet. Tell the students
to mark thei r data sheets, with an "X" showi ng where
the moon is located on "Night 1:'
Show each of the remaining nine slides, pausing
after each one to allow the students to mark the position of "their" moons. After recording observations for
all nine nights, ask the students to draw a smooth curve

After discussing the results, show the last slide, which
is a copy of Galileds original record of Jupiter's moons. Ask
the students how this record is similar to the data sheet
which they just completed. They will notice Jupiter in the
center, the dates along the left, and the moons drawn as
little stars. Finally, reveal that the students' answers were
very close to the modern values: 10, 1.8 days; Europa, 3.6
days; Ganymede, 7.2 days and Callisto, 16.7 days. D

Focus

1)

Provide a one day teacher training session in the
use of the curriculum, with emphasis on the planetarium component.

2)

Establish a line of communication between the
planetarium and the classroom.

3)

Use a planetarium in the teaching of the curriculum;
use the planetarium curriculum as designed, three
times during the year, allowing 6 hours (average) of
classroom lessons for each planetarium lesson.

4)

Integrate STARWALK into the district elementary
science program.

5)

Administer pre- and post-visit tests.

from
year,
thei r
next

Perhaps the best testimonial to the curriculum comes
the participating students. At the end of the school
numerous teachers relayed a common concern of
students to me. "Wi II there be a Project STARWALK
year?", they were all asking.

ON EDUCATIO~

. .. Continued from page 41
stuffed constellations, and then circle the specific star picture. Simple enough, but I've been amazed at how much
more quickly the time under the stars goes; the students
are able to find the patterns practically before I open my
mouth to ask for volunteers.
Is all this worth it, besides creating a cadre of enthusiastic learners? I'll let the test scores speak for themselves.
At the end of our first year of STARWALK in Peoria, 485
3rd grade students from twelve schools (20 classes) and 282
5th grade students from nine schools (13 classes) have completed the curriculum. At the 3rd grade level percentage
improvements ranged from 57% to 152%, the average
adjusted for class size being 102%. At the 5th grade level,
percentage improvements ranged from 51% to 138%, the
average adjusted for class size being 104%. In the original
study, control groups averaged 15% improvement in scores
while STARWALK groups averaged 56% in the first year of
the study, with results similar to ours in subsequent years.
The difference between the control and STARWALK groups
was that the STARWALK groups observed the KEY ELEMENTS of the curriculum. These are to:

We reassured them. "Yes class, there is life after
STARWALK:' D
(Editor'S Note: Contact Sheldon Schafer or Bob
Riddle at Lakeview Museum Planetarium, Peoria, JIIinois
for information on how to implement this program at
your planetarium.)
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is probably wrong. Go over the scene, picture the visuals
in your mind, then imagine the music behind the visuals.
Now try to find a piece of music similar to what you have
imagined. This is usually the hardest part. After the music
has been chosen and joined with the narration, it is time
to add effects to the sou ndtrack.

FRANCIS DOWNEY
One of the most important but often neglected parts
of a planetarium show is the soundtrack. Because we are
a visually-oriented society, most media tend to deemphasize
the audio portion of the presentation. However, when the
audio is allowed to establish itself, the results can be
absolutely fantastic. Probably one of the best examples
of this is, Star Trek, The Motion Picture. Although this
movie is easily forgotten, the soundtrack is considered
by many planetarians to be some of the most useful music
ever written. How does this soundtrack differ from the
ones used in other movies or planetarium shows?

A sound effect is anything that is not included in
the narration or the music score. This may range from
crickets and birds chirping to rocket lift-offs. Sound effects
can be taken from copyright-free records (most radio
stations use these), recorded live, or simulated. Which
method you choose depends upon the amount of time
and money you have to spend on the soundtrack, and
will vary from show to show.

The main difference is the amount of time and
money spent on the development of the soundtrack. The
soundtrack for the first Star Trek movie took almost a year
to produce, while most planetarium soundtracks are put
together in less than one week. While we spend months
developing scripts and visuals for a show, the soundtrack is often neglected until the last minute. Since the
planetarium soundtrack is often rushed into the theater
only days or hours before a new show begins, many of
the refinements necessary to make a good soundtrack
are missing.

Whether you use an
original score, a music library,
or copyrighted music, the
musical selections should set
the mood of each scene.

A soundtrack should consist of three main parts;
narration, music, and sound effects. Of these, the one
that usually receives the most attention is the narration.
Weeks or even months are spent in preparing the script
for a new show. However, after all of the editing is over,
and the script is completed, a staff member is chosen to
narrate the show. Even though this person may be intimately acquainted with the production, he/she usually
does not possess the skills of a professional narrator. A
professional knows how to breathe, pace the script, and
take direction. All of these are very important when it
comes to editing the narration. Yes, even the best of narrators need editing. Breaths, shuffled pages, and lengthy
pauses need to be cut out, while other pauses may need
to be added. After the narration is finished, the next step
in preparing a soundtrack is finding the right music for
the production.

Perhaps one of the most interesting types of sound
effects you can add is musical embellishment. No matter
what type of music you may use, something will
ably be missing from it. With today's reasonably-priced
synthesizers you can easily add sounds to your musical
score. If you want to add a drum beat for pacing, create
a noise for a rocket slewi ng across the dome, or enhance the "glow" surrounding a title slide, an
sive synthesizer could be just what you need. These
new electronic marvels may look like toys, but they are
powerful tools when used to embellish the music
a show.
With the proper time and care, a soundtrack will
add dimensions to a show that the visuals alone cannot achieve. The score will draw the audience into the
show, allowing them to feel what the visuals are demonstrating. Since musical taste and experience varies from
one person to another, it will leave a different
sion on each member of the audience. Just as a
soundtrack will leave a lasting impression, so will a
poor one. While an incorrectly exposed slide may
be up for a few seconds, sound quality lasts for the
entire show. 0

Whether you use an original score, a music library,
or copyrighted music, the musical selections should set
the mood of each scene. The time to start scoring your
show is while it is still being written. As the words go
down on paper, they should suggest both visual and
audio images to the author. If you cannot hear the type
of music needed behind a certain scene, then something
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Groups who give money for the building of planetariums like to have a hand in the naming of them.
Project Starwalk P. in New Castle, Delaware; Korean War
Memorial P. in Peabody, Massachusetts and Astronomical
Society P., in Las Vegas are examples of these.

JANE G. HASTINGS
My planetarium doesn't have a name. Does yours?
A survey of the IPS Directory shows that most planetariums are called, like mine, just "Planetarium:' Has a nice
ring to it, don't you think?

Thanks, Mark Petersen, for sneaking in the Flat Screen
Planetarium as a listing for Denver. (Pretty easy to do, since
you prepared the IPS Di rectory.) Made my day.

Astronauts get a lot of stuff named for them, i neluding planetariums: Scott Carpenter P., in Colorado
Springs; Ken Mattingly P., in Hialeah, Florida; Aldrin P.,
West Palm Beach; Virgil Grissom P., Indianapolis; Roger B.
Chaffee P., Grand Rapids; and Neil Armstrong P., Altoona,
Pennsylvania.

"Hansen East" would be a good name for my place,
since segments of their shows are my stock in trade.
Actually, I do have a name for my planetarium. Since the
"Universe" Planetarium of the Science Museum of
Virginia is only 15 blocks away, I shall call my planetarium
"The Planetarium at the Edge of the Universe:' Please
make a note, Mark, for the next Directory.

Copernicus leads the list of Names of Non-Astronaut
Famous Persons Who Have Planetariums Named For
Them, with five: one in Sylvania, Ohio; one in Cambridge
Springs, Pennsylvania; one in Nurnberg, West Germany;
one, of course, in Poland, and a fifth (Space Science
Center) in New Britain, Connecticut. Single contenders
in this category are Queen Elizabeth P., Edmonton,
Alberta; Nehru P., in India; Albert Einstein P., Washington,
D.C.; Clyde Tombaugh P., Alamogordo; and Robert H.
Goddard P., Roswell, New Mexico.

OVERHEARD
Carolyn Petersen, Boulder, Colorado, supplies these
"Daffynitions" compiled in the Press Room at Jet Propulsion
Laboratory in Pasadena during the Uranus encounter,
January, 1986:
Stellar Occultation: Standing between a TV journalist
and his/her crew.
Imaging Science: As in Instant Science, "I see, therefore, it is .. :'
Magnetic Pole: Very handsome Eastern Eu ropean.
Cosmic Ray: Bradbury at Venus.
Plasma Science: Trying to find a method of direct injection of caffeine into the bloodstream at deadline time.
Up: What you get in the morning.
Real Time: Slightly less expensive than overtime.
Sequence Uplink: Three putt.
Narrow Angle of Vision: Creationist Science.
Closest Approach: censored.
Encounter: Let's meet in two hours in your hotel
room.
Mark Wallace, after 10 years as a member of Southwestern Association of Planetariums (S.W.A.P.) in Andrews,
Texas, has a new job as assistant principal at a middle
school. Planetarian George Reed of West Chester, Pennsylvania commented that Mark has traded SWAP for SWAT.

I wonder who Margaret Zeidler is. She has a planetarium named for her in Edmonton. I suspect that she
gave a lot of money and/or support to a fledgling planetarium operation. Maybe she gave long years of service
in the planetarium itself, as Osceola Sexton did. Her
namesake planetarium is in Bethesda, Maryland. John
Wells in Harrisonburg, Virginia is doing just fine, thank
you, as director of the John Wells Planetarium.

More daffynitions found on teachers' bulletin board
in a middle school as reported by George Hastings of
Richmond, Virginia:
Astromonocle Instrument: telescope
Stareway to the Stars: observatory
Light Year: 365 days on a diet D
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There's nothing bland about SkySkan's new theater automation
system. It controls slide projectors,
special effects, star projector
motions, IMAx/OMNIMAX projectors, X-Y mirror slews, zooms,
video, audio, and house lights,
with an ease and flexibility you've
never known.
We call the system SPICE *
(':' Specialized Proj ection Interface
Control Electronics).
Behind the acronym you'll find
reliable technology and state-ofthe-art capabilities:
• IBM/Apple compatible
software, which allows programming in theater or office.
• A microcomputer inside
every major system controller,
freeing the main computer
from routine control tasks.
Internal software updatable
without hardware change.

Sky-Skan, Inc., 51 Lake Street, Nashua, NH 03060 USA

• Immediate execution of
newly entered cues encourages
experimentation and fine
tuning.
• Show playback directly
from tape with computer offline.
• Video Disk, Recorder and
Projector control.
• High-resolution dimming
for" stepless" fades.
• Specialized programming
environment for precision
X-V slews.
•

Complete manual control.

Sky-Skan has installed dependable control systems in domed
theaters worldwide. (Ask us for a
list, then ask them.)
Has SPICE whet your appetite?
Call us for a SPICE brochure.

603-880-8500

